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a “FOIA” directory, and it prompted speculation
that the information may have been in the process
of being compiled for consideration of an information act request.
Jones, however, says the files were not contained
in a“FOIA”directory at the Climate Research Unit.
“No.Whoever is responsible has done that themselves.”
“I’m not sure what we’re going to do. I’ll have to
talk to other people here. In fact, we were changing
all our passwords overnight and I can’t get to my
email, as I’ve just changed my password. I’ve gone
into the Climate Audit website because I can’t get
into my own email.
“It’s completely illegal for somebody to hack into
our system.”
In one email dating back to 1999, Jones appears
to talk of fudging scientific data on climate change
to “hide the decline”:
From: Phil Jones
To: ray bradley ,mann@[snipped], mhughes@
[snipped]
Subject: Diagram for WMO Statement
Date:Tue, 16 Nov 1999 13:31:15 +0000
Cc: k.briffa@[snipped],t.osborn@[snipped]
Dear Ray, Mike and Malcolm,
Once Tim’s got a diagram here we’ll send that
either later today or first thing tomorrow. I’ve
just completed Mike’s Nature trick of adding
in the real temps to each series for the last 20
years (ie from 1981 onwards) amd [sic] from1961
for Keith’s to hide the decline. Mike’s series got
the annual land and marine values while the
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Thousands of files leaked on internet

The internet is on fire this morning with confirmation computers at one of the world’s leading climate
research centres were hacked, and the information
released on the internet.
A 62 megabyte zip file, containing around 160
megabytes of emails, pdfs and other documents,
has been confirmed as genuine by the head of the
University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit,
Dr Phil Jones.
In an exclusive interview with Investigate magazine’s TGIF Edition, Jones confirms his organization has been hacked,and the data flying all over the
internet appears to have come from his organisation.
“It was a hacker. We were aware of this about
three or four days ago that someone had hacked
into our system and taken and copied loads of data
files and emails.”
“Have you alerted police?”
“Not yet. We were not aware of what had been
taken.”
Jones says he was first tipped off to the security
breach by colleagues at the website RealClimate.
“Real Climate were given information, but took
it down off their site and told me they would send
it across to me.They didn’t do that. I only found out
it had been released five minutes ago.”
The files were first released from a Russian fileserver site by an anonymous tipster calling him
or herself “FOIA”, in an apparent reference to the
US Freedom of Information Act. The zip file contains more than a thousand documents sitting in
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other two got April-Sept for NH land N of
20N. The latter two are real for 1999, while the
estimate for 1999 for NH combined is +0.44C
wrt 61-90. The Global estimate for 1999 with
data through Oct is +0.35C cf. 0.57 for 1998.
Thanks for the comments, Ray.
Cheers, Phil
Prof. Phil Jones
Climatic Research Unit
TGIF asked Jones about the controversial email
discussing hiding“the decline”, and Jones explained
he was not trying to mislead.
“No, that’s completely wrong. In the sense that
they’re talking about two different things here.
They’re talking about the instrumental data which
is unaltered – but they’re talking about proxy data
going further back in time, a thousand years, and
it’s just about how you add on the last few years,
because when you get proxy data you sample things
like tree rings and ice cores, and they don’t always
have the last few years. So one way is to add on the
instrumental data for the last few years.”
Jones told TGIF he had no idea what me meant
by using the words “hide the decline”.
“That was an email from ten years ago. Can you
remember the exact context of what you wrote ten
years ago?”
The other emails are described by skeptic commentators as “explosive”, one talks of stacking the
peer-review process to prevent qualified skeptical
scientists from getting their research papers considered.
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NZ’s ETS regime expected next week
WELLINGTON, NOV 20 – The Government is still
negotiating with the Maori Party over legislation
setting up an emissions trading scheme and hopes
to strike a deal by early next week.
If it succeeds, Parliament is likely to be put into
urgency to pass the bill.None of the other parties support the bill and Climate Change Minister Nick Smith
needs the Maori Party’s five votes to get it through.
It was known earlier this week that there were 10
“sticking points”that had to be resolved before the
Maori Party would guarantee its support.
The Maori Party is representing iwi interests and

is concerned about protection for iwi-owned forests
under the scheme.
Documents obtained by NZPA show the iwi leaders group involved in the negotiations wants:
• Preferential treatment for being allowed to
grow trees on Crown-owned land;
• Preferred status as joint venture partner for any
state-owned enterprise forestry projects;
• A commitment to establish a forestry fund“and
other incentives”for planting trees; and
• Agreement on a range of technical issues including“ongoing engagement in broader governmental

work programmes”related to forestry.
The iwi leaders group supports the Maori Party in
wanting aTreaty ofWaitangi clause put into the bill and
an extended home insulation scheme for poor families.
Labour was negotiating with the Government
over the bill but the talks broke down after Dr Smith
turned to the Maori Party for support.
Opposition parties say he put the Maori Party in
a strong position to demand concessions through
secret negotiations.
The ACT Party strongly opposes the way the Government is conducting the negotiations, saying they

Before and after...
trust Olympus
The new E-410 from Olympus
For more information contact H.E. Perry Ltd.phone: 0800 10 33 88 | email: sales@heperry.co.nz | www.olympus.com

are based on racial preference.
The emissions trading scheme (ETS) is a modified
version of the one passed by the previous government just before last year’s election.
National put it on hold, reviewed it and produced
a modified version which is easier on big polluters
and won’t cause energy and petrol prices to rise as
much as they would under the existing ETS.
The ETS will eventually bring all sectors of the
economy under a regime designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through a carbon trading scheme.
– NZPA
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BOYLE’S CD A HUGE SELLER ON AMAZON.COM
SEATTLE, NOV. 20 (UPI) –
Amazon.com says Scottish
singer Susan Boyle’s
upcoming album, I Dreamed
a Dream, is the largest
global CD pre-order in the
Web site’s history.
Sony Music Entertainment is releasing the album
Nov. 23. Amazon did not
say exactly how many copies have been pre-ordered.
Boyle became an Internet star after she brought the
house down last April by singing I Dreamed a Dream from
Les Miserables during her appearance on the television
competition show Britain’s Got Talent.
“We were excited when Susan Boyle’s album became
the top CD pre-order in the United States. We’re
absolutely ecstatic now that the album has become our
largest global CD pre-order,” Craig Pape, senior manager
of music at Amazon.com, said in a statement today
WOMAN FINALLY DIES, 17 YEARS AFTER STABBING
AUSTIN, TEXAS, NOV. 20 (UPI) – An Austin, Texas,
woman’s death this summer is being blamed on complications from a stab wound more than 17 years ago,
police said.
When Frances Foster, 53, was found dead near a
vacant building July 8, investigators found no external
wounds or other trauma to the body and did not suspect
foul play, police said. An old stab wound in her pancreas
was discovered during an autopsy, and further investigation found Foster had been stabbed during a summer
1992 disturbance, homicide Detective Sgt. Joseph
Chacon told the Austin American-Statesman.
Investigators also determined Foster had had a series
of medical problems associated with her pancreas since
the stabbing, Chacon said.
Because police think her death was related to the
stabbing, the case is being investigated as a homicide,
Chacon told the newspaper.
VENISON DROPS IN TO SCHOOL CAFÉ
RUSSELLVILLE, ALA., NOV. 20 (UPI) –  Administrators
at an Alabama elementary school said a deer crashed 
through a plate glass window and joined students in the
cafeteria during breakfast.
Principal Romona Robinson of West Elementary
School in Russellville said as a small group of children
ate breakfast in the cafeteria yesterday morning a
small doe plowed right into the back glass window and 
crashed into the room, the Florence (Ala.) Times Daily
reported.
Robinson said lunchroom workers and teachers used 
tables to corral the deer and keep it away from the
awestruck students.
STRANGE ITEMS LEFT ON LONDON TRANSPORT
LONDON, NOV. 20 (UPI) – Transport for London’s lost
property office, which turns 75 this year, has dealt with
unusual items including breast implants and bull sperm.
The office, which attempts to reconnect property owners with items left on buses, trains and trams, said some
of the oddest items to pass its doors include a jar of bull
sperm, a theatrical coffin, breast implants and a 14-footlong boat, The Times of London reported Thursday.
The items, revealed in The Book of Lists: London, also
include a vasectomy kit, a garden slide, an urn of ashes
and two human skulls.
Lost property office officials said they collected 
170,000 items in 2008, including 36,852 books,
28,550 bags and 27,174 articles of clothing.
SOLDIERS WANT FIREPROOF BRAS AND PANTIES
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, NOV. 20 (UPI) – Swedish
female soldiers say Sweden’s Armed Forces’ failure to
deliver on a promise of flame-retardant underwear is a
form of discrimination.
Katja Adolphson of the Swedish Conscription Council
said female combat soldiers have requested appropriate bras and panties for 30 years, The Local reported 
Thursday.
The soldiers had been informed they would have the
goods by spring 2009 but their wait has not yet ended.

Glen Langvad,
left, brother in
law of Sergeant
Andrew Forster
who was tragically killed at
Waiouru Army
Camp while
detonating a
live shell, at a
press conference
at the Airforce
Base, Ohakea,
New Zealand,
Friday, November
20, 2009.He is
accompanied by
Squadron Leader
Carl Smith. NZPA
/ Ross Setford.

Killed airman a “good kiwi bloke”
OHAKEA, NOV 20 – An air force sergeant killed
by an artillery shell which exploded at Waiouru
Military Camp yesterday was a devoted family man
and an“awesome all-round Kiwi bloke”, his brotherin-law said today.
Flight Sergeant Andrew Forster, 46, was killed
instantly when a shell detonated at the camp in the
central North Island.A colleague standing next to
him survived, suffering only minor scratches.
F/S Forster was an experienced armaments specialist and had recently returned from Bamiyan in
Afghanistan, where he worked as a bomb disposal
expert in the Defence Force’s provincial reconstruction team. He joined the force’s explosives ordnance
disposal (EOD) squadron atWaiouru just 10 days ago.
F/S Forster was a committed father and a keen
military man, his brother-in-law Glen Langvad
told a press conference at Ohakea air force base in

NZ dollar
lower as
investors
avoid risk
WELLINGTON, NOV 20 – The New Zealand dollar
finished off the lows of the session but the theme of
the day was a pullback in risk appetite after global
economic data failed to live up to expectations.
The NZ dollar fell as low as US72.56c, a twoweek low, but recovered to US72.95c at 5pm from
US73.07c at 8am and US73.77c a t 5pm yesterday.
Investors have put the opposition Labour Party’s abandonment of a consensus on the monetary
policy framework this week aside as global trends
took over.
“Sentiment has been driven out of equity markets,”BNZ Capital strategist Mike Jones said.
US stocks slid on Thursday on the feeling that the
US economy lost momentum in the third quarter.
“Some of the negative sentiment from the offshore session washed through to Asian equity markets,”Mr Jones said.
The Australian dollar tested support at US91.50c
but recovered to US91.82c by 5pm.
The NZ dollar eased to A79.40c at 5pm from
A79.76c at 5pm yesterday.
It was at 0.4889 euro from 0.4946 yesterday, and
64.86 yen from 65.73.
The trade weighted index dropped to 65.12 from
65.78 yesterday.
– NZPA

Manawatu today.
“He loved his job. That was what he was put on
the earth to do.”
The airman had deeply enjoyed his time in
Afghanistan and was looking forward to his time
in the hand-picked EOD squadron at the time of
his death, his brother-in-law said.
F/S Forster’s wife Karen and three teenage children,
Candice,Mitchell and Ashlee,were devastated,he said.
His children,who shared an interest in cars and motorsports,were to go with their father to get tickets for
the Top Gear show that afternoon, Mr Langvad said.
F/S Forster was a keen farmer, and loved animals.
He spent much of his non-military time working on
the farm, and had a“Barry Crump-type attitude”.
He also was a keen woodworker, and had built
many toys for his children while they were growing
up, Mr Langvad said.

Mr Langvad, who had known F/S Forster for 20
years, recounted a story of one Christmas Eve, where
he had laid flour footprints throughout the house
– signs for his children Santa had visited, leaving
presents for Christmas morning.
“He always went the extra mile.”
Squadron Leader Carl Smith said airmen at
Ohakea downed tools and gathered, in deference
to the flight sergeant’s death.
“Our world has been rocked. It’s really taken the
wind out of us,”he said.
There had been a “morbid atmosphere” around
the base after the explosion, which killed a man who
was “always there for his friends and colleagues”,
the officer said.
A military funeral will be held on Tuesday at
2.15pm at Ohakea.
– NZPA
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Anger flashes in murder trial
ROTORUA, NOV 20 NZPA – The former boyfriend
of a teen accused of murder leapt to his feet and
pointed his finger at her defence lawyer while being
questioned about alleged assaults on her.
“What are you trying to say?” Nga Falani
demanded in the High Court at Rotorua today.
Justice Geoffrey Venning ordered him to sit down
as police in the public gallery moved into the body
of the court.
Mr Falani had repeatedly said he couldn’t remember, when questioned on various matters by the
Crown prosecutor Duncan McWilliam and defence
counsel Paul Mabey, QC.
He was the final Crown witness in the trial of
Courtney Churchward, 18, and a 15-year-old girl
whose name is suppressed.
Both have pleaded not guilty to murdering
78-year-old retired Opotiki teacher John Rowe,
who died after being severely beaten in his bed on
November 25 last year.
Shortly after Mr Falani appeared on the witness
stand Churchward left the dock, accompanied by
her Corrections Department escort.
Mr Mabey told the court she had been feeling
unwell and did not begin his cross-examination of
Mr Falani, until she returned a short while later.
Mr Falani, 25, of Glen Innes,Auckland, admitted
he had been interviewed by a detective sergeant
after Churchward had arrived at his Auckland home
last December.
But he continued to say he was unable to remember details of the interview, though he did accept
he had told the officer that Churchward told him
she had done something stupid and had to get out
of Opotiki.

Mr McWilliam:“She said she had wiped out a
n****r – a Black Power member?”
Falani:“I can’t remember that.”
Shown a written statement he had signed, he
agreed he had told the detective he had seen on the
news about an `old guy’in Opotiki, but didn’t think
that was what Churchward had been talking about.
He accepted the statement and said:“I asked her
whether it was the old man she had killed, she told
me it had not been her.”
Questioned further, Mr Falani said he was unable
to remember Churchward saying she was going to
get her co-accused out of trouble by saying she had
done it (the attack on Mr Rowe).
He agreed with Mr Mabey that Churchward had
returned to her mother in Opotiki after their relationship ended in October 2008. He was unable to
remember how it ended.
Asked if he had punched Churchward in the eye
and knocked her out when he was drunk, Justice
Venning told him he did not have to answer as he
could incriminate himself.
When pressed further about hitting her on the head
with a golf club or a stubbie,Mr Falani jumped to his feet,
demanding to know what Mr Mabey was trying to say.
Shown a video interview with a police officer, Mr
Falani acknowledged the man being interviewed
could be him. In the video he said he had hit her
(Churchward) in the face and head.
When cross-examination resumed, he told Mr
Mabey he couldn’t remember if he had been violent
to her on other occasions.
The trial will resume on Monday when the
defence is due to open its case.
– NZPA

Fonterra bails on UK butter
WELLINGTON, NOV 20 NZPA – Fonterra is getting
out of the business that was the cornerstone of New
Zealand’s multi-billion dairy industry – the British
butter market.
Eight years after Fonterra Co-operative Group
Ltd cut a deal with one of its biggest competitors in
Europe,Arla Foods, for a joint venture in the European butter and margarine markets, it is handing
its share to its former rival.
Fonterra has sold its 25 percent stake in Arla
Foods Fonterra (AFF), to Arla Foods of Denmark.
Fonterra chief financial Officer Jonathan Mason
said the joint venture had been successful but
Fonterra had “determined the investment was no
longer core to the long-term strategy”.
In essence, the farmer cooperative thinks it can
make more money boosting its value-added ingredients sales and regional consumer businesses in Asia,
Africa and the Middle East, Australasia, and Latin
America.Fonterra will continue to license the Anchor
brand to Arla and to supply New Zealand butter.
Mr Mason did not disclose how much Fonterra
has been paid for the stake, but said it would have
a positive effect on the balance sheet.
AFF was established in 2002 to market “block”
butter, spreads and aerosol cream products in the
United Kingdom.
The nation’s dairy exports were built on butter
and cheese sent to Britain, initially by individual
cooperatives, and from 1923 by a Governmentbacked export control board, which became the
NZ Dairy Board in 1965.
It built Anchor into one of Britain’s most popular
brands and achieved 7 percent of the UK yellow
fats market, even as yellow fats consumption fell
by 55 percent.
But by the time Fonterra took over exports in
2001, 40 percent of New Zealand butter going to
Europe was being shipped to the continent – outside the traditional Dairy Board market in Britain.
But because New Zealand mostly produced yellow sweet cream butter, different from the paler
butters that northern Europeans prefer, it was
going into the ingredients market, bought by food
manufacturers.

So Fonterra axed the Dairy Board’s plant in
Swindon – and many of its 430 staff – after switching the packing of New Zealand butter and other
spreads to Arla’s base in Leeds, and contracting out
packaging of its cheese and aerosol cream.
The New Zealand dairy presence in Britain was
also run down at Reigate.
Arla was created in April 2000 with the merger
of Arla of Sweden and MD Foods of Denmark
and became the EU’s biggest dairy company, and
Fonterra made the deal so that the joint venture
could sell both Arla’s Lurpak, and New Zealand’s
Anchor throughout Europe.
The joint venture began as the second biggest
player in the British yellow fats market, with 15.6
percent of the market by volume, just over half the
market share of Unilever, with 32 percent from
brands such as Flora, I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter, Olivio and Stork.
The union was unexpected because Anchor and
Lurpak previously had a rivalry as fierce as Pepsi
and Coca-Cola, and Anchor held top spot in the butter market for 74 years, losing it to Lurpak in 2000.
–NZPA
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THIS YEAR’S MOST IMPORTANT NEW BOOK
A devastating exposé of the global warming
industry, and its plans to raid your wallet
“Air Con demonstrates, with hundreds
of scientific references, that “global
warming” was not, is not, and will not
be a global crisis …
“The new religion is merely an
excuse for world government. World
government will not, repeat not, be
democratic government. The “global
warming” debate is not really a debate
about climatology - it is a debate about
freedom…
“I commend this timely book, which
makes the scientific arguments comprehensible to the layman. Those who
read it will help to forestall the new
Fascists and so to keep us free.”
– Lord Christopher Monckton, Viscount
of Brenchley, former adviser to Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
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“This book is brilliant...the best I have seen”
– UN climate change reviewer Dr Vincent Gray
GET A COPY NOW FROM WHITCOULLS, PAPERPLUS,
BORDERS, DYMOCKS, THE WAREHOUSE, TAKE NOTE & ALL GOOD
BOOKSTORES, OR ONLINE AT

IANWISHART.COM
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Family Matters

The price of being a copycat
Esteemed writer Witi Ihimaera is licking his wounds
this weekend after being caught for plagiarism in
his latest novel,The Trowenna Sea.
It wasn’t just one passage. It was sixteen. 16.
Admittedly the work is a historical novel, but even
so it’s very hard to see how sixteen word-for-word
uplifts without credit could happen by accident, as
Ihimaera’s employers at the University of Auckland
would have the world believe.
It’s a novel. Novels are original works of fiction,
emanating – usually – entirely from within the mind
of the author.
If it were a work of non-fiction involving copious amounts of research, and Ihimaera had simply
failed to dot the I’s or cross the t’s, one could write

it off as an accident. But 16 accidents in a work of
fiction beggars belief.
What part of copy and paste was accidental?
Moreover, this isn’t the first time Ihimaera has
transgressed. Back in 1986 his book The Matriarch
poached material from another author.And there’s
a suggestion more plagiarized passages have been
found in Trowenna.
The University of Auckland are losing the PR
battle on this.While their own students are penalized severely if caught plagiarizing, the actions of
a university icon like Ihimaera are overlooked by
the University.
As other commentators have noted, the UofA’s
credibility is ebbing away like blood from a shark-

By Bob McCoskrie

-NZrs Prepare to Vote With Their Feet

bite victim with every day of inaction that goes by.
The University’s expensive advertising campaigns
boasting of international credibility are looking
increasingly hollow in the face of its silence.
To add insult to injury,Ihimaera was awarded $50,000
this week for being a literary icon, and has apparently
promised the grantors that none of the money will be
used to pay for the buy back of unsold copies of Trowenna that the author announced this week.
Of course the money won’t be used for that.
Instead, presumably it will go into his bank account
to fill the hole left by the $20,000 or so of his other
money that he’s using to fund the buy back.
Auckland University must take a stand, and not
SUBSCRIBE TO TGIF!
a spineless one.

Comment

United States of Europe: The President
BRUSSELS – Herman Van Rompuy has won the
race to become the first-ever president of the European Union. Now he has to succeed in the job.
Analysts say that his success or failure will largely
depend on his relationship with six other key players
in the EU: the leaders of Spain, France, Germany,
the European Commission, the British opposition,
and the EU’s new diplomatic service.
“Right from the word go, his relationship with
the largest countries and the other officials will be
really important: he will have to focus on how not
to get eaten by the bigger egos,”said Hugo Brady,
senior research fellow at the British think tank,
Centre for European Reform.
At the top of the list of politicians who could
make or break Van Rompuy stands Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, Spain’s prime minister.
This is because his country is set to take over the
EU’s rotating presidency on January 1.
Theoretically,Van Rompuy should be the driving
force behind the EU during the Spanish presidency.
But Zapatero has already made it clear that he will
not be sidelined – and EU rules mean that he will
have his hands on the levers of power in Brussels.
“Member states still want the (rotating presidency) to play a key role, and it will,” because Spanish diplomats, not Van Rompuy’s staff, will chair
key discussions such as ambassadorial meetings,
said Janis Emmanouilidis, senior policy analyst at
the European Policy Centre think tank in Brussels.
Analysts say that that situation could quickly
lead to clashes if both Van Rompuy and Zapatero
seek to speak on behalf of the EU.
“The first conflicts will be over foreign policy and
who has what competences,leadership and visibility.
The question is,who will be the first to act in an international crisis?” said Piotr Kaczynski,an EU expert
at the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS).
Zapatero, for instance, has said his presidency
will push for Turkish membership of the EU.
Van Rompuy, on the other hand, has in the past
expressed opposition to Turkey joining the union.
But the Belgian shied away from confrontation
and appeared to take his new role as EU “coordinator”in his stride Thursday, saying:“My personal
views are irrelevant, my role is to find consensus.”
Van Rompuy will also have to define his relationship with the EU’s other two top officials: European
Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso and the
bloc’s new foreign-policy director, Catherine Ashton.
All three are meant to represent the EU in crucial
questions such as foreign policy and climate change
– setting up the potential for further clashes over
powers and prerogatives.
“The interplay between them will be another
crucial question,”with the risk that Ashton “might
be squeezed” between Van Rompuy, Barroso and
Zapatero, Emmanouilidis said.
And within Europe, it is not yet clear whether Van
Rompuy or Barroso will come to be seen as“the face
of the EU”, leaving room for another clash of wills.
Asked who would represent Europe on the world
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The March for Democracy this Saturday is calling for politicians to
set aside their own agendas and act as directed by the people of
New Zealand. Particular attention is being drawn to the three Citizens
Initiated Referendums on which little if any action has been taken.
82% of NZ’ers voted for a reduced number of MP’s in 1999
yet this was shelved. 92% of NZ’ers also voted for a more victimcentred justice system yet parole eligibility was shortened, least
restrictive sentences recommended, and  unenforceable token
gestures towards victims were put in place. And  just this year,
‘comfort’ was offered to 87% who wanted a specific law change
on the anti-smacking law, yet the law remains unchanged.
The response by the politicians to the will of the people has been
“we won’t”! There has been a disturbing trend of the democratic
voice of NZ’ers being ignored on some key issues affecting the
welfare of families that they have spoken clearly on.
The March for Democracy will be held at 1:30pm on Saturday 21 November starting at the bottom of Queen St. Full information including details of free shuttle bus services are on the
website www.themarch.co.nz . Marchers will be endorsing the
following Statement:
• We the citizens of New Zealand affirm that the people of
New Zealand are to be valued and respected as individuals
who count in a democratic society.
• We the citizens of New Zealand demand that the government employ the principle of democracy; enacting laws in
accordance with the wishes of the majority.
• Accordingly, we demand immediate amendment of the law
so that a parent correcting a child with a light smack will not
be committing a criminal offence.
• We also demand that the wishes of citizens expressed in prior
referendums by a clear majority be honoured.
It will be a family affair with clowns, balloons, music, and spot
prizes.

-Child Abuse Right To Silence Should Go

Nicolas Datiche/Wostok Press/Maxppp

stage, French President Nicolas Sarkozy said:“The
image of Europe is European unity.”
Finally, Van Rompuy will have to find a way
of dealing with the EU’s most powerful member
states, Britain, France and Germany.
Sarkozy, who held the EU presidency in the second half of 2008, is seen in Brussels as a tireless,
restless leader who regularly criticizes what he sees
as other presidencies’ incompetence. Analysts say
that Van Rompuy is unlikely to escape Sarkozy’s
criticism if he puts a foot wrong.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel, meanwhile, is
arguably Europe’s most influential politician and
the head of the EU’s richest government.
“At the moment, Merkel is the president of
Europe politically, and (Van Rompuy) will have to
find a way of dealing with that,” Kaczynski said.
And Britain’s conservative opposition leader

David Cameron, widely expected to win a general
election tipped for May 2010, is a bitter critic of
EU integration – leading analysts to expect trouble
from London sooner rather than later.
“If you’re in (Van Rompuy’s) position and
need consensus, you will have big problems finding consensus with the new government in London,” Emmanouilidis said.
The Belgian will need all his diplomatic skill to steer
a safe course between the challenges around him.
But at least he can rest assured of one thing: if
he does manage to make a success of the job, it will
be thanks entirely to his own political ability, not
to the EU’s rules.
“The president’s authority will have to be selfmade: success will be based on his own charisma
in a crowded field,” Brady said.
–DPA

It’s time for laws surrounding the right to silence for families suspected of child abuse to be dumped.
Our call comes after the deaths of Christchurch seven-monthold  Staranise Waru and  currently before the Coroner, and  the
death of the Kahui twins, both occurring in 2006.
It has taken almost four years for the Coroner’s inquest into
the Waru case and we are still waiting on the Kahui twins inquest
to be heard.
The police acknowledge that the closing of ranks by the
families and the ‘right to silence’ and refusal to be interviewed 
has stonewalled both these investigations. The Kahui family has
been referred to as the ‘tight 12’. Yet we now have three victims
of child abuse screaming for justice and nobody held to account.
The police even had to resort to bugging the home of the
parents of 11-week old Tahani Mahomed from South Auckland 
in order to deliver justice.
The rights of victims to justice and  the urgent need  for
offenders to be held  accountable far outweighs the right to
silence and  other privileges that families may seek to use to
mask their guilt or involvement. The laws should be changed to
reflect this priority.

-Another s59 Review – Same Sales Pitch
The latest report on the anti-smacking law by the Ministry of
Social Development could be quite easily labelled the ‘Ostrich’
report – the head in the sand report – a non-independent report
by a government department on behalf of the government trying
to justify a flawed and ineffective law.
This is the seventh review of this law in just over 2 years, and 
there’s another one to come in less than a month. We have never
had so many reports trying to justify a law change.
And it simply looks at figures but still fails to interview parents
and families reported, investigated, and some even prosecuted.
What is the effect of the law on them?
Ironically it tries to justify the law by saying it’s doing nothing.
And most disturbingly the child abuse and assault rates march
on – which the report acknowledges.
There’s plenty of evidence of investigation and persecution
of good parents already provided by Family First, but the bottom
line is that the politicians are trying to justify criminalising an action
that the overwhelming majority of
NZ’ers don’t believe should be criminalised.
As was famously stated, you can put lipstick on a pig but it’s still a
pig! NZ’ers want the real causes of child abuse tackled – and urgently.
Sign Up Now to receive FREE regular updates about the
issues affecting families in NZ http://www.familyfirst.org.nz/
index.cfm/Sign_Up
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US health bill set for weekend vote
By David Lightman
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON – The Senate has today begun what
promises to be a bitter, lengthy battle over the
future of health care in America, and taxes, abortion, affordability and federal deficits emerged as
key flashpoints.
Senate Democratic leaders expect the first test
vote on their new $848 billion, 2,074-page health
care overhaul bill will come on Saturday evening
US time.Although Democrats are likely to get the
60 votes they need to move forward with the debate,
the outcome is uncertain.
Should the measure pass that initial test, lawmakers made it clear today that they’re ready for weeks
of political warfare.
Democrats framed their mission in heroic terms.
“This is about the woman with high cholesterol,
or the man with heart disease, or the child with
hay fever who can’t get help,” said Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.“That’s why we’re
stopping insurance companies from deciding they’d
simply rather not give health care to the sick.”
Republicans countered that the Senate bill would
create more bureaucracy and run up the federal
debt, and would hardly make health care more
affordable.
“We don’t need a 2,000 page bill,” Sen. Lamar
Alexander, R-Tenn., the Republican conference
chairman.“We need to take it step by step in the
right direction to cut health care costs.”
The bill would require most legal U.S. residents
to obtain health coverage and create insurance
exchanges, or marketplaces, where people could
shop for policies and rates. It would create a new
federal insurance alternative, or public option, for
most people who can’t get private insurance. The
nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office estimates

Sen. Christopher J. Dodd, D-Conn., Sen. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., and Senate
Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Chairman Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, during a rally at the U.S. Capitol on the Senate leaders’
health care overhaul bill / Scott J. Ferrell/Congressional Quarterly

that 94 percent of the public would obtain coverage
by 2019, up from the current 83 percent.
Insurers would have to accept all applicants and
couldn’t deny coverage because of pre-existing conditions. States could opt out of the public system.
The funding would come from a projected
10-year, $491 billion savings from Medicare, Medicaid and other federal health care programs, as
well as a series of tax increases. Among them are
a 40 percent excise tax for most insurance policies
costing more than $8,500 for singles and $23,000

for families, and a 0.5 percentage point increase in
Medicare payroll tax on high earners.
The higher tax, now 1.45 percent, would be
imposed on singles with wages of more than
$200,000 and couples making more than $250,000.
In the weeks ahead, though, senators plan to offer
amendments on almost every piece of the bill, and
coalitions will shift. today, some of the key questions
surrounding the bill and its future included:
•Can a compromise be reached on abortion? The
House of Representatives agreed to tough restric-

tions on access to abortion, but the Senate bill has
language preferred by abortion rights supporters.
•Will the bill make coverage more affordable? If
enough senators are uncomfortable with the answer,
the entire effort could collapse.
The CBO analysis warned that the public plan
would result in “premiums that were somewhat
higher than the average premiums for the private
plans in the exchanges.”One reason, it said, is that
the government option would“attract a less healthy
pool of enrollees.”
•Will senators feel comfortable with the deficit
projections? CBO estimated that the Senate bill
would reduce the deficit by $130 billion during the
next decade.
Republicans scoffed,pointing out that’s less than the
record $176.4 billion deficit logged in October alone.
•Will senators accept tax increases? Republicans
have for years resisted most big tax increases and
won political success for doing so. The bill’s excise
and Medicare taxes alone would generate $203 billion over 10 years, CBO said. There also would be
a series of smaller taxes, such as a new 5 percent
tax on elective cosmetic surgery, starting next year.
•Are there 60 votes for the public option? Not
at the moment.At least three Democrats, and Connecticut Independent Joseph Lieberman, have said
they’re opposed.
ON THE WEB:
•Congressional Budget Office analysis of Senate
Democrats’health care bill:
http://tinyurl.com/yb3sdxk

•Text of Senate Democratic health care bill:
http://democrats.senate.gov/reform/patient-protectionaffordable-care-act.pdf

•Congressional Budget Office analysis of House
health bill:
http://tinyurl.com/y8l3jbl

Piece of cake?
Three former CENTCOM commanders have said nuclear installations would quickly still opposition
that learning to live with an Iranian nuclear weapon voices and rally public opinion to the hard-line
WASHINGTON, NOV. 20 –“It will be just like Syria,” should be no more of a brain-teaser than it was when clerical regime against U.S. interests throughout
said the strategic scholar just back from Israel and China’s Mao Zedong predicted a coming nuclear war the Middle East. Iran’s most critical installations are
speculating about the much-debated question of in which hundreds of millions would perish – and scattered and buried deeply.At most, Iran’s nuclear
whether Israel will eventually bomb Iran’s nuclear China (with 800 million at the time) would win if effort could be set back a few years. But any couninstallations.
only by numbers surviving. The United States also try so attacked would redouble its efforts to deter
It was a private conversation, and the erudite accommodated Stalin when the Soviet Union shat- another attack in the future.
Middle Eastern expert was referring to Israel’s Sept. tered America’s atomic and then nuclear monopoly.
Iran’s dilatory tactics included an offer to ship
6, 2007, bombing of a suspected nuclear site in Syria
Gen. Chuck Wald, the retired
that had been secretly erected in a remote part of EUCOM commander and a FAC
AN ISRAELI AIR ATTACK ON
the country with the help of North Korean experts. pilot in the Vietnam War, is the
IRAN’S NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
“The Israeli air force can drop their guided missiles only recent four star who has
down a smokestack, and their submarine-launched openly advocated a joint U.S.- WOULD QUICKLY STILL OPPOSITION
cruise missiles can single out any building, and the Israeli raid against Iran’s nuclear
Iranians, like the Syrians, will keep quiet about it.” sites if the ayatollahs don’t come VOICES AND RALLY PUBLIC OPINION
And why would Iran’s leaders keep quiet instead clean. Iran’s ceaseless denials that TO THE HARD-LINE CLERICAL
of issuing a general call to arms to all Muslims? it has nuclear weapons ambiREGIME AGAINST U.S. INTERESTS
“Because,” he reasoned, “President Mahmoud tions are threadbare. A recently
Ahmadinejad has bragged publicly that Iran’s anti- revealed underground nuclear THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE EAST
aircraft defenses are impenetrable.”Unmentioned enrichment plant, tunneled into
is the distinct possibility that Ahmadinejad and the side of a mountain near the
some ayatollahs would welcome Israeli bombs as a holy city of Qom, convinced
way of uniting both Shiite and Sunni wings of the International Atomic Energy Iran has revealed to the U.N. nuclear watchdog the existence of a second
global ummah against Israel and the United States. Agency inspectors there is a yet- uranium enrichment plant.
For an armchair strategist to be that far removed to-be-discovered honeycomb of
Nuclear facility sites
TURKMEN.
are approximate
Caspian
from reality is a little frightening. Syria’s nuclear nuclear facilities under provinSea
site was located in a deserted part of the country cial cities.
Karaj
Tehran Nuclear
near the Turkish border. Iran’s targets are deliberBut more important than
LashkarResearch Center
100 km
ately implanted among heavily populated areas. Iran’s almost-there nuclear
Abad
Tehran
A single bomb, however accurate, would translate status is the growing opposi- Possible
100 miles
Qom
new
into pictures and TV footage of dead women and tion movement in the streets enrichment
Uranium
Arak
IRAQ
Natanz enrichment plant
children – and worldwide condemnation.
of Tehran. It is comparable in site built
AFGHAN.
inside a
Esfahan
Nuclear
The U.S. brass is unanimously opposed to any many ways to what happened in mountain
Technology Center
Israeli and/or U.S. attack against any of Iran’s 27 the Lenin shipyards in the Polish
Amarak
Bushehr
known nuclear installations. Joint Chiefs Chairman port of Gdansk in 1978, led by
KUWAIT
PAKISTAN
IRAN
Mike Mullen and the four service chiefs can see the Lech Walesa, an embryonic antiStrait of Hormuz – through which 25 percent of communist movement that led to
SAUDI
the world’s oil transits – mined and supertankers the collapse of the Soviet empire
ARABIA
Source: Federation of
Persian
sunk, and vital oil installations up and down the 11 years later.
American Scientists
© 2009 MCT
Gulf
Graphic: Eeli Polli
Persian Gulf swept up in the maelstrom.
An Israeli air attack on Iran’s
By Arnaud de Borchgrave

Iran’s nuclear facilities

part of its nuclear fuel to Russia or France temporarily, where it would be processed and returned
harmless for medical purposes. But obfuscation
soon followed with a laundry list of caveats before
it was withdrawn.
Tough, coercive sanctions by Western powers and
Russia and China are unlikely to reach consensus.
Russia told Iran it would have to delay for the Nth
time bringing the nuclear power plant it built in
Bushehr online. No surprise or pain for Iran. China
would like tougher sanctions – but not the kind
that would make an ayatollah cry Farsi for uncle.
Threatening Iran merely reinforces the arguments
of the ayatollahs who want a nuke NOW.
President Obama hopes to put relations with Iran
on a new trajectory to supersede the diplomatic
travail of a bygone era. For Iran’s hard-line clerics,
this can only mean a U.S. attempt to sideline their
nuclear ambitions. Like French President de Gaulle
in the late 1950s and ‘60s, these aging ayatollahs and
their front man Ahmadinejad are convinced nuclear
weaponization would give their regime legitimacy,
respectability and protection.
It’s also scaring their Sunni Arab neighbors from
Egypt to the United Arab Emirates (but excluding
Oman,across the Hormuz Strait,which takes comfort
in a mutual admiration relationship).Many of the ruling sheiks say privately they would welcome anything
that neutralizes Iran’s nuclear agenda,but they are terrified at the idea of an Iran-led bloody backlash up and
down the Persian Gulf.Iran’s revolutionary maritime
guards in their small speedboats can sow enough mines
to close the strait long enough to drive oil up to US$300
or $400 per barrel.And Iran’s covert assets can trigger
mayhem throughout the Middle East.
Saudi Arabia is already fighting Yemeni insurgents who have been armed with Iranian weapons
shipped up the Red Sea to their common border.
Forcing the Saudis to divert military assets from the
Gulf to the Red Sea appears to be Iran’s objective.
– UPI
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Start talking and watch your productivity
soar with Dragon® NaturallySpeaking®

More Speed. More Accuracy. More Features.
The experience speaks for itself™
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 10 is here, and the world’s best-selling speech recognition system just keeps
getting better.
Dragon NaturallySpeaking is faster and more accurate than ever, delivering up to 15% more accurate
results than version 9. Your transcribed words now appear on the screen in half the time it took in the
past. With new Dragon Voice Shortcuts, you can search the Web for information, products, news and
more with a single voice command.
Updated graphical icons for the DragonBar are intuitive and easy to
see. New Quick Voice Formatting makes it easier to format, delete,
and copy words and passages with a single command.

New
VersioN!
• Up to 15% more
accurate
• Up to 50% faster
• Quick voice
formatting
• New look and feel
• Improved help
system and tutorials
• Improved natural
commands for
Firefox
• More flexible
enrollment for
younger speakers
and users with
certain speech
challenges
• Regional accent
support
• One-click option to
disable conflicting
services
• Better control of
commands vs
dictation on the web
• Auto configuration
for optimal
performance based
on system profile
• Formatting and word
properties interface
enhancements
• Embedded data
collection tool

The Nuance suite of Dragon NaturallySpeaking products is available through your usual
computer software reseller.
Please contact sales@mistralsoftware.co.nz or your usual computer reseller for
further information.

www.mistralsoftware.co.nz

Copyright © 2008 Nuance Communications. All rights reserved. Nuance, Dragon, and
NaturallySpeaking are trademarks or registered trademarks of Nuance Communications, Inc.
in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks referenced herein are the
properties of their respective owners.
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update

in 60 seconds
U.N., IRAQ AGREE ON DEVELOPMENT PLAN
BAGHDAD, NOV. 20 (UPI) – Iraq and the United 
Nations agreed on a five-year plan to strengthen the
country’s governance, social services and economic
growth, the United Nations said.
More than 120 participants, including people from
the Iraqi government, parliamentarians, civil society
organizations, academia, international donors, along
with members of several U.N, agencies, participated in
discussions on the action plan for Iraq’s first U.N. Development Assistance Framework from 2011 to 2014, the
non-governmental organization said today in a release.
“The UNDAF is the U.N.’s most comprehensive tool
to help countries meet their international development
commitments,” said Christine McNab, U.N. resident and 
humanitarian coordinator for Iraq. “This first-ever UNDAF
for Iraq represents our commitment to improve life for
millions of Iraqis, by uniting the U.N. system in support
of Iraq’s own priorities for reform, modernization and 
socioeconomic revival.”
Discussions focused on Iraq’s development priorities
following 30 years of conflict, and outlined areas of U.N., such
as peace consolidation and human rights, good governance,
economic growth, women and children’s rights, and environmental protection, U.N. officials said.
GOOGLE SHOWS OFF CHROME
MENLO PARK, CALIF., NOV. 20 (UPI) – U.S. Internet
behemoth Google has showed off for the first time the
Chrome operating system it intends to debut in late 2010.
Google product manager Sundar Pichai said a key
advantage of Chrome OS, which will bypass computer
hard drives, will be how fast it allows computers to get
onto the Internet, the Los Angeles Times reported.
In a demonstration at the company’s Menlo Park,
Calif., headquarters, Pichai showed how it takes less
than 10 seconds for a computer to get fully online after
rebooting.
Comparing it to turning on a television, he said: “You
turn it on, and you should be on the Web.”
Initially, it will be available only for small netbook
computers using solid-state drives. Eventually, though, it
could challenge Microsoft and Apple.
Pichai said Chrome aims to be simple for users when
it comes to e-mail, games, playing music and videos,
reading e-books and other tasks.
“We just want computers to be delightful and work,”
he said.
As of Thursday, Google is making the system’s computer
code public so software developers can start making
applications that work on Chrome, the Times said.
PLAGIARISM CONTROVERSY IN US TOO
MANCHESTER, CONN., NOV. 20 (UPI) – The Journal
Inquirer in Manchester is suing The Hartford Courant,
alleging the competing Connecticut newspaper repeatedly plagiarized its stories.
The Journal Inquirer reported it filed a lawsuit
yesterday in Hartford Superior Court, seeking unspecified 
financial damages for alleged violations of federal copyright law and Connecticut’s Unfair Trade Practices Act.
The Courant published a story on its Web site Thursday, saying the newspaper was preparing a statement.
The Journal Inquirer’s suit specifies 11 incidents of
alleged plagiarism by the Courant in July, August, and 
September.
The suit contends the Courant used stories produced 
by the Manchester newspaper’s reporters to fill its news
hole following major staff downsizing by the Courant’s
financially struggling corporate parent, the Tribune Co.
The suit labels the Courant’s alleged use of the Journal Inquirer’s stories immoral, oppressive, unethical, and 
unscrupulous. The impact, it contends, was substantial
injury to readers, competitors, and advertisers.
In late August, the Journal Inquirer published a
front-page story in which it alleged the Courant also
plagiarized stories from the Bristol Press, New Britain
Herald, Torrington Register-Citizen and Waterbury
Republican-American.
The newspaper said the Courant printed a letter from its
publisher, Richard J. Graziano, several days later in which
he acknowledged over the last several weeks The Courant
plagiarized the work of some of our competitors. The letter
said corrective action was being taken and the employees
involved had been disciplined. “We apologize to our readers,
competitors and advertisers,” Graziano wrote.
            

DPA

Obama welcomes EU President pick
WASHINGTON – US President Barack Obama
believes the pick today of Belgian Prime Minister
Herman van Rompuy as the European Union’s
first full-time president could strengthen transAtlantic relations.
White House spokesman Robert Gibbs said Obama
“congratulates”van Rompuy on his election,as well as

British Baroness Catherine Ashton,who was picked to
become the EU’s new foreign-policy chief.
“The United States has no stronger partner
than Europe in advancing security and prosperity around the world. These two new positions ...
will strengthen the EU and enable it to be an even
stronger partner to the United States,” the White

Did political correctness
kill 13 at Fort Hood?

UPI/Tannen Maury/Pool

By Nancy A. Youssef
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON – Secretary of Defense Robert
Gates announced today that he’s appointed two
former heads of the Army and the Navy to review
the shootings at Fort Hood,Texas, amid questions
about whether political correctness and a shortage
of mental health professionals drove the military
to keep Army psychiatrist Maj. Nidal Hasan in the
Army longer than it should have.
Gates named former Army secretary Togo West
and retired Adm. Vernon Clark, a former chief of
naval operations, to lead a 45-day review of the circumstances surrounding the Fort Hood shootings.

Hasan, 39, is suspected of shooting 55 people, killing
13 of them, at the Texas Army base on Nov. 5, days
before he was supposed to deploy to Afghanistan.
West was Army secretary in the mid-1990s and
later became secretary of Veterans Affairs; Clark
was the chief of naval operations from 2000 to 2005.
Gates also requested a “more in-depth, detailed
assessment whether Army programs, policies and
procedures reasonably could have prevented the
shooting.” It will be led by Gen. Carter Ham, the
commander of the U.S.Army Europe, who returned
to Washington this week to work on the review and
will report his findings to West and Clark.
The review will go beyond what happened at Fort
Hood to examine how the military identifies and

House statement said.
Van Rompuy and Ashton were named to the posts
earlier at a summit in Brussels of leaders of the
27-member bloc. Both are considered strong mediators but have limited political experience and are
relative unknowns on the world stage.
– DPA

addresses soldiers who may be threats to others; the
military medical community’s personnel practices;
and how officials respond to mass casualty events.
“You go to the hospitals and you talk to the
nurses and the doctors and those who care for these
grievously wounded young men and women, and I
can’t imagine the burden on them of doing that all
day, every day,” Gates said.“One of the things, for
their own benefit, if nothing else, is for us to take a
look at how are we helping them deal with stress,
given the circumstances that they face.”
Gates has a history of firing officials found responsible for major blunders. In 2007, he dismissed the
general responsible for the Walter Reed Army Medical Center after discovering that the facility had
subpar housing for soldiers in its outpatient center.
Whether this investigation could lead to firings is
unclear, however. In the days since the shooting, several reports from those who worked with Hasan said
he often proselytized and that his superiors questioned his work ethic. Hasan’s family members have
counterclaimed that Hasan was often ridiculed and
ostracized because of his Muslim faith – although
whether that was a result of his pushiness is unclear.
A 2007 evaluation written by the top psychiatrist
at Walter Reed, where Hasan was a resident, said
that the faculty was concerned about his “professionalism and work ethic,”according to the evaluation, which was first obtained by National Public
Radio.
Hasan“demonstrates a pattern of poor judgment
and a lack of professionalism,”the evaluation said.
Despite that, the Army sent Hasan to Fort Hood,
the largest U.S military installation, and he had
orders to go to Afghanistan for a year, his first
deployment.
Hasan also sent several e-mails to radical Yemeni cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, but federal authorities
never reported that to the Army.Although it doesn’t
appear that al Awlaki, whom the commission that
investigated the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks called a
“loose end,”encouraged Hasan to engage in attacks,
Attorney General Eric Holder on Wednesday called
the contacts“disturbing.”
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FROM THE TALK
SHOW’S SUCCESS,
WINFREY HAS BEEN ABLE
TO BUILD A MEDIA EMPIRE
THAT HAS INCLUDED O
MAGAZINE, O AT HOME
MAGAZINE, OPRAH.COM
AND A SIRIUS XM SATELLITE
PAY RADIO CHANNEL, AS
WELL AS MOVIES AND
TELEVISION SHOWS, SUCH
AS “RACHAEL RAY,” “DR.
PHIL” AND “DR. OZ”

Oprah to quit in 2011
By Phil Rosenthal
Chicago Tribune

CHICAGO – Oprah Winfrey plans to tell viewers
on tomorrow’s live edition of her top-rated daytime program that she will retire the syndicated
talk show that made her rich, famous and, if not a
kingmaker, a maker of a media empire, several bestselling authors and perhaps even a U.S. president.
The show, based in Chicago, will conclude at the
end of the 2010-11 season, its 25th on national TV.

Harpo Productions confirmed today both her decision and that she will discuss it on her program.The last
of“The OprahWinfrey Show”would air on Sept.9,2011.
Speculation has been rampant that Winfrey
might choose to leave daytime TV ever since it was
announced in January 2008 that she and Discovery
Networks planned to partner on a cable network,
OWN:The Oprah Winfrey Network.
The cable network’s debut, originally set for this
year, has been delayed more than once, and a launch
date is expected to be firmed up by the end of this

year for sometime in 2010.The new channel will take
the place of what is now Discovery Health, available
in 70 million homes from the start.
One problem for the new venture was that until
Winfrey completed her commitment to CBS Television Distribution, her syndicator, and the stations
that carry her program, she would not be free to do
a talk show for the cable channel or give other OWN
matters her full attention.
Winfrey’s program, which entered syndication in
1986, has dominated daytime TV for most of its run,
evolving from typically exploitative fare into something more spiritual and,lately,seeming to find a happy
medium:offering the Black Eyed Peas one day,a young
girl with a birth defect another,andWhitney Houston
using the show as a confessional on yet another day.

9

Ratings this season seem to have bounced back from
lows last season that some attributed toWinfrey’s vocal
support for then-Sen. Barack Obama’s run for the
White House, her first public political endorsement.
The impact of the Obama endorsement, on his
campaign and on her show, remains difficult to
measure. Her program remained a dominant No.
1 even in a lean year.
Winfrey’s interview Monday with former Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin, who ran as Sen. John McCain’s running mate against Obama and then-Sen. Joe Biden
in 2008, gave her program its largest audience for
any hour in two years.
Palin was promoting a new book, and Winfrey’s
show has become a coveted platform for authors and
publishers because of its ability to vault even obscure
works to best-seller status, particularly through its
“Oprah’s Book Club”segments over the years.
Similarly, a product plug on the show has been
known to cause a run on little-known marketers.
From the talk show’s success, Winfrey has been
able to build a media empire that has included O
magazine, O at Home magazine, Oprah.com and
a Sirius XM satellite pay radio channel, as well as
movies and television shows, such as“Rachael Ray,”
“Dr. Phil”and“Dr. Oz.”
Just this week, it was reported that her Harpo
Productions was close to a deal with Sony Pictures Television to syndicate a program featuring
designer Nate Berkus, whom she has been featuring
on her program for eight years.
Winfrey also has starred in films such as Beloved,
which was made only because she deemed it important, and Steven Spielberg’s The Color Purple, which
she later shepherded onto Broadway. She also was
a founding partner in the Oxygen cable network,
but eventually left.

US Army goes rogue on Palin
By Martha Quillin
McClatchy Newspapers

RALEIGH, N.C. – When Sarah Palin kicked off her
book tour in Michigan this week, thousands gathered outside a Barnes & Noble and chanted her
name, giving the event the feel of a political pep
rally. The Army wants Palin’s appearance at Fort
Bragg on Monday to be a much quieter affair.
The base has asked Palin not to make a speech at
a public book-signing at the base exchange; she also
will not write personal notes, pose for photographs
or sign anything besides her new memoir, Going
Rogue:An American Life.
Fort Bragg also wanted to bar reporters from the
event. Garrison Commander Col. Stephen J. Sicinski
determined by keeping out the press, the base would
prevent Palin, a Republican and possible candidate in 2012, from having a platform from which
to attack President Barack Obama, a Democrat.
“Fort Bragg, nor any other Army installation,
cannot be used or appear to be used as endorsing
criticism of the commander-in-chief,” said base
spokesman Thomas D. McCollum.“Because this

book signing is turning into a political platform
with the addition of media coverage, we are restricting the media coverage.”
But late today, after news outlets complained to
the Pentagon, the base changed course, saying a
limited number of reporters could cover the event
if they share their material with those kept out.
No limit was set on the number of people from
the public who could attend the two-hour session
at the base exchange. Lines are expected to be long.
The Army has allowed other promotions to be
held at the base exchange, where Palin is scheduled
to appear. Most recently, actor Dan Akroyd stopped
there to hawk a brand of vodka.
Palin launched her book tour this week with
appearances in Michigan, a state her former running mate, John McCain, ceded during the campaign
when Palin thought it was still winnable.The title of
the book refers to a remark made by an anonymous
McCain staffer who felt Palin was not staying in line
with the direction given by the campaign.
In news accounts of her book-signing events,
Palin doesn’t appear to be advancing a political
agenda. She told ABC News that Obama should

send more troops to Afghanistan.
“It frustrates me and frightens me – and many
Americans – that President Obama is dithering
around with the decision in Afghanistan,”she said.
Palin, who resigned as governor of Alaska in July,
is widely seen as a possible Republican presidential
candidate, though her 400-plus-page book leaves
the question unanswered. Hundreds of fans have
lined up at some of her book tour events, and the
memoir itself landed on best-seller lists long before
its Tuesday release.
Early in the campaign, Palin says in the book, she
was not allowed to talk with the press, even about
matters of her own family. Later, when she did talk
with reporters,she was criticized for misstatements of
fact.No longer a political candidate,she is still subject
to scrutiny; the Associated Press assigned reporters
to fact-check various sections of Going Rogue.
On her Facebook page, Palin said she found it
amazing the AP would dedicate reporters to such
a task,“instead of using the time and resources to
‘fact check’what’s going on with Sheik Mohammed’s
trial, (Nancy) Pelosi’s health care takeover costs,
Hasan’s associations, etc.”

White House under investigation
public “to say we’re doing a great job when in fact
we don’t know.”
“The economic recovery plan is working,”
WASHINGTON – Hundreds of new jobs in phantom responded Rep. Chris Van Hollen, D-Md., during
congressional districts.Nearly 500 new teaching jobs a hearing before the House Oversight and Governin a Chicago school district that employs only 290. ment Reform Committee.
As the White House tries to show that its massive
The scrutiny of the administration’s jobs claims
stimulus package has created or saved 1 million jobs, comes as Democrats are anxious to show, before next
media outlets and critics have found evidence that year’s mid-term elections, that they are working to
some of the administration’s numbers are faulty.
bring down unemployment. Republicans are eager
Earlier today, a congressional committee tried to to portray the $787 billion stimulus, which passed
sort out the question:Are the flawed data the result Congress with only three GOP votes, as a costly
of Democratic spin meant to show that President failure, evidenced by the rising unemployment rate.
Barack Obama’s economic policies are working?
Government watchdogs said the stimulus is creOr are they mere data entry errors?
ating or saving jobs, even if the precise number is
“Propaganda,” said Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif. unclear due to recipients of the funds making errors
He accused the administration of misleading the in their reporting, or because they haven’t provided
By Richard Simon
Tribune Washington Bureau

the jobs information.
“I have no doubt that there’s a lot of jobs being
created,”said Earl Devaney, chairman of the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, which
oversees stimulus spending.
The administration claimed last month that
stimulus spending was directly responsible for creating or saving 640,329 jobs.The number rose to 1
million jobs, the administration said, when indirect
effects were considered, such as when a newly hired
worker spends money at a clothing store.
But the Government Accountability Office, the
investigative arm of Congress, raised questions
about the accuracy of the numbers. Citing information filed by designated recipients of stimulus
money, it said there had been “3,978 reports that
showed no dollar amount received or expended but

included more than 50,000 jobs created or retained.”
Rep. Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah, was among those
wondering how a nonexistent congressional district
in his state could be reported as receiving stimulus
funds.
“There was some $1.2 million that went to the
4th Congressional District of Utah,” he said.“We
only have three congressional districts.”
In a White House blog item posted even as the
committee met, Liz Oxhorn, communications director for the stimulus effort, noted that the jobs listed
in nonexistent congressional districts were real –
they were just coded incorrectly.
Overall, she wrote, potential over-counts or undercounts of jobs were found in less than 5 percent of
the 130,000 reports filed by recipients of stimulus
money.
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Nonu hails England’s special gesture

amid an established backline with Dan Carter and
Conrad Smith either side, the team’s recent efforts
are gnawing away.

“In Wales there was a lot of hype that week and
we could have actually played a bit better.We had
a few tries disallowed and it didn’t really reflect the
game (a 19-12 win).
“Last week against Italy,that was a frustrating game.
“We want a big game, like one of those games
we’ve always produced, one of those test matches
like we played last year.
“I feel we haven’t done that week in, week out
and been consistent.We may have done that against
Australia in Wellington and we haven’t pushed on.”
The 33-6 demolition of the Wallabies remains
the All Blacks’ benchmark of season 2009 which
included four defeats, three of them by South Africa.
Nonu hoped the All Blacks were following the
pattern of last year’s grand slam tour in which they
kept their opponents try-less and finished with a
flourish against England.
“It flowed on last year from Aussie to Scotland,
then it carried on after Ireland, there was a few
tries disallowed, then we played England. Hopefully it’s the same.”
The All Blacks are virtually at full strength while
England have Wilkinson at the helm and a tough
forward pack bolstered by veterans Simon Shaw
and Joe Worsley.
The intriguing selection was Nonu’s marker,
Ayoola Erinle who coach Martin Johnson hopes
will add starch on defence.
The Nigerian-born Erinle, whose christian name
means“joy of wealth”,put a pharmacy degree on hold
to play for French club Biarritz and was best known
in Britain for his cameos on the TV show Countdown.
Said Nonu:“I watched a few clips on him.He’s a big
fella and it looks like they want to play a direct game.
“He likes to crash it up and is pretty good defensively.We’ll just have to look after him. I don’t mind
who I play as long as I do my job first.”

Tim McIntosh, who crafted an unbeaten 131
against the tourists today, and Daniel Flynn, who
banked 49 and 56 against a second-string Pakistan
attack, also assume that responsibility to free up
Martin Guptill and Ross Taylor.
Franklin’s unavailability rules out any leftarm variation in the pace attack although the
allrounder’s absence has been balanced by Shane
Bond’s long-awaited return to test cricket and Daryl
Tuffey’s inclusion in the 13-man squad.
Bond was pencilled in for his first test cap since
November, 2007, in South Africa after bowling 40
trouble-free overs against Otago while Tuffey’s
perseverance in Queenstown sealed his selection
ahead of Tim Southee, who was again a touch below
optimum pace in his later spells.
Bond and Chris Martin are to share the new
ball, leaving Tuffey and Iain O’Brien to battle for
the spare berth, a continuation of their duel in Sri
Lanka in August.
While O’Brien is the incumbent, Tuffey’s track
record against Pakistan – 24 wickets in six tests at
26.50 – at caught the selectors’eyes.
Tuffey, like Bond, an Indian Cricket League ren-

egade,played the last of his 22 tests in 2004 but he has
also made an impressive return to the limited overs side
since cutting ties with the rebelTwenty20 competition.
“Tuffers and Bondy are like new kids really,”
Greatbatch said.
“They’re very excited about being back in and
playing test cricket. They add good depth to our
seam stable.”
Bond made his international comeback in the
Twenty20 and one-day component of the tour to Sri
Lanka and his place was assured after he completed
a match analysis of six for 148 in Rangiora today,
his first four-day game since June last year.
“There’s been a bit of planning going on with
Bondy,”Greatbatch said.
“He’s done a bit overseas with his workloads to
see how his body’s feeling. He wanted to cap it off
with this four-dayer and he’s come through very well.”
Offspinner Jeetan Patel has also been named
as the squad cover the first two tests of the threematch series.
He is not likely to be required in Dunedin but might
come into calculations when the second test is held at
Wellington’s Basin Reserve starting on December 3.

By Mark Geenty of NZPA

LONDON, NOV 20 – A simple gesture from England
midfielder Will Greenwood earned All Black Ma’a
Nonu’s everlasting respect as he trudged off, shattered by his rugby test debut six years ago.
That has never wavered, and has Nonu wary
of the under-fire hosts at Twickenham on Sunday
(NZT) but also demanding repeat of the All Blacks’
comprehensive performance here a year ago.
England have always held special significance
for Nonu, since his 2003 debut in Wellington, when
the touring pack bullied their opposites and Jonny
Wilkinson did the rest for a 15-13 upset.
Bad winners? Nonu couldn’t agree less.
“I always think about that.Will Greenwood was
at centre and everyone was saying that week we
were going to beat them,”recalled Nonu, then 21.
“I was a freshman coming off a dream season for
the ‘Canes and they taught us a lesson. We didn’t
really respect them.They weren’t a team of superstars, they were a team of hard workers and they
won the World Cup.
“I remember Will saying I’d had an awesome
season, he gave me advice to just keep going.After
the match we swapped jerseys and I thought that
was pretty good. I didn’t really know who he was.”
Nonu regaled the British media today with the
tale of how he used to gaze up at a picture of Big
Ben on a map at primary school in Wellington and
think how he’d never get to see it.
There’s now been several viewings of the famous
London landmark, and Twickenham is as special
Neil Tingle
a venue as any.
Since that intense debut, Nonu’s played England
four times in his 44-test career and tasted big vic- Blacks posted a record winning margin at Twicktories every time.
enham, 32-6, to secure the inaugural Hillary Shield.
A year ago he scored a second half try as the All
But as he prepares for his 11th test of the year

Eyes on Pakistan series
By Chris Barclay of NZPA

AUCKLAND, NOV 20 NZPA – Peter Fulton and
Grant Elliott inherit the task of providing solidity
to a batting line-up prone to collapse when New
Zealand’s three-test cricket series against Pakistan
starts in Dunedin next week.
Statistically it appears to be a tall order for the
duo who were today named to fill the void left by
an injured Jesse Ryder and Jacob Oram, who has
retired from the test format.
Both were last sighted at test level in Australia a
year ago when New Zealand were soundly beaten
in Brisbane and Adelaide.
Fulton’s averages 24.72 from eight tests, a 75
against the West Indies at Wellington in March,
2006, a rare highlight.
He is a straight swap for Ryder, undoubtedly the
in-form specialist batsmen of last summer.
South African-born Elliott, a surprise choice
for test duty in the home series against England

in 2006, has subsequently fashioned a career as a
one-day player.
A reliable innings’closer, Elliott’s test record reads
a paltry 27 runs in five innings at 6.75 and a highest
score of nine after tests against England, English,
Bangladesh and Australia.
He was a near-selection certainty after James
Franklin’s knee troubles flared during an Invitation
11’s three-day tour match against Pakistan which
ended in Queenstown today.
Fulton at least appears to be in form and probably owes his selection to a timely double of 172 and
77 for Canterbury this week against Otago in the
latest round of the Plunket Shield.
Selector Mark Greatbatch said the pair’s assignment was simple – supply the starch around the
strokeplayers.
“They’re quite solid sorts of players and maybe
that’s the glue we’re looking for to solid up our batting unit in between the quite exciting strokeplay
we have,”he said.

World Cup buzz lifts Phoenix
WELLINGTON, NOV 20 NZPA – Wellington Phoenix captain Andrew Durante reckons his side are
hitting their straps at the right time and that New
Zealand’s qualification for next year’s World Cup
finals in South Africa has been another big boost
for the A-League club.
The Phoenix play Newcastle Jets in Newcastle
on Sunday bolstered by the heroics of the club’s All
Whites contingent who helped New Zealand beat
Bahrain 1-0 in Wellington last weekend to book a
berth at the 2010 World Cup.
They are also in the midst of a good run of form,
including a 3-0 win over the Jets in Wellington at
the start of the month.
“Everything around the club has been very positive,”Durante said today.

“The six All Whites boys have come back with a
great attitude following the win against Bahrain
and we’re all over the moon with the result.
“We’ve all been given a huge lift and everyone’s
full of energy.
“For the rest of us, being so close to the Kiwi
internationals, we we’re rapt for them. It was special
for us at the Phoenix to have been part of it.There’s
a real euphoria around the club at the moment.”
Durante said the Phoenix had been playing good
soccer of late the focus would be on more of the same
against Newcastle.
“We’re looking good. We’re doing it at the right
time after starting a bit slowly this season and we
haven’t played too many poor games.
“We’ve been pretty consistent this year and we’ll

need to continue our good form in Newcastle this
weekend.
“It’s a big game for us.The Jets are only a point
behind us, so it’s very important for us to keep
climbing the ladder (the Phoenix are currently
sixth) and we need to be getting maximum points
against teams below us.”
Coach Ricki Herbert has made just a couple
of changes from the squad who drew 1-1 against
Perth Glory last up, with World Cup hero Mark
Paston returning in goal and Diego replacing the
suspended Vince Lia in midfield.
Durante said the 15-man squad had an attacking bent.
“Ricki wants to go over there to win and that’s
a great attitude.We’ve got the quality in the squad

to go at anyone, be it at home or away, and play an
attacking brand of football.”
Herbert said the loss of Lia was significant but
that another player now had the opportunity to
step up.
“It’s a tough one because Vinnie’s probably been
our best player consistently.
“But we’ve had a look at Diego and we’ve been
quite up front with him that if he does play his performance needs to be up there and that if he gets
the nod he needs to step up and play well.”
Wellington Phoenix (from): Mark Paston, Manny
Muscat,Tony Lochhead, Diego,Tim Brown, Leo Bertos, Paul Ifill, Chris Greenacre, Daniel, Troy Hearfield,Adrian Caceres, Ben Sigmund, Reece Crowther,
Andrew Durante (captain), Costa Barbarouses.
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The Messenger

0Cast: Woody Harrelson, Ben Foster
0Director: Oren Moverman
0Length: 105 minutes
0Rated: R (for language and some
sexual content/nudity)
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Watch the trailer

NEWCOMER QUINTON
AARON PLAYS MICHAEL
AS A GENTLE GIANT WITH A
BROKEN SPIRIT, SO INHIBITED
HE’S ALMOST MUTE. HE HAS
NATIVE INTELLIGENCE, BUT A
FRACTURED SCHOOL SYSTEM
HAS LEFT HIM UNPREPARED

Chi
ca

Uplifting. Heartwarming. Schmaltzy but effective.
Watching The Blind Side, I felt my emotions being
stage-managed, but once or twice I got something
in my eye. It’s inspired by a feel-good true story of
interracial adoption and gridiron glory.The project
could have been designed by scientists synthesizing the crowd-pleasing-movie genome. Bullock +
football + Kumbaya = Ka-ching!
Sandra Bullock plays Leigh Anne Tuohy, a steel
magnolia whose conservative certitude and indomitable willpower make Sarah Palin look lily-livered.
The highway department has bulldozers that are
not as pushy. Her husband, Sean (Tim McGraw),
owns scores of fast food franchises, her daughter and
son go to Memphis’swankiest Christian prep school,
and she has a decorating business and country club
luncheons to fill her idle hours.
Perhaps her take-charge ego needs a new challenge. For whatever reason, when she sees a black
teen walking along a dark roadway, she orders him
into her car and takes him home for a sleepover.
When she learns that the boy, Michael Oher, has
nowhere to live, she gives him a permanent home
in her McMansion.The Tuohys are the sort of family that would fight a tax hike for idealistic social
programs, but see their Christian duty to do right
by Michael. Films don’t show us compassionate
conservatives like this very often, and I was happy
to meet them.
Michael doesn’t see his situation in racial terms.
(“He thinks he’s a redneck,” Sean marvels.) Neither do the Tuohys, but they learn a few unpleasant
truths about their friends’attitudes. Michael’s quiet
appreciation of their advantages teaches his privileged new family gratitude.When one of her lunch
cronies praises Leigh Anne for changing the boy’s
life, she insists,“He’s changing mine.”
Newcomer Quinton Aaron plays Michael as a
gentle giant with a broken spirit, so inhibited he’s
almost mute. He has native intelligence, but a fractured school system has left him unprepared. Leigh
Anne brings on a tutor, and when his grades allow
him to play on his school’s team, he promises to be
an unstoppable football star.All he lacks is the killer

instinct. Leigh Anne is the woman to teach him
about standing his ground and pushing back hard.
The film balances the hugs and life lessons needed
in a women’s picture with plenty of tackles and
touchdowns to please the men. NFL fans know how
the story ends, and there’s no need to spoil it for
everyone else.
Bullock makes her iron-willed matriarch strong,
sexy and likable, while McGraw fades into the wallpaper as her yes-man spouse.Young Jae Head is sassy
enough for twins as son S.J.,who bosses his big (big!)
brother around; he’s clearly momma’s little man.
And here we get into some queasy issues, the
one aspect of the film that feels unsatisfactory.The
Tuohys never patronize or condescend, but they
seem clueless about several acts of racial insensitivity. Leigh Anne comments that easygoing Michael
reminds her of Ferdinand the Bull, an endearing
comment that carries an unfortunate subtext here.
I hope the idea is that the good-hearted Tuohys are
novices around black people.
Nearsighted though it occasionally may be,“The
Blind Side”makes a strong case for the emotional
rewards and social justice of helping others less fortunate. Even if it manipulates us like a sock puppet.

al c
ritic

0Cast: Sandra Bullock, Tim McGraw,
Quinton Aaron
0Director: John Lee Hancock
0Length: 128 minutes
0Rated: PG-13 (for brief violence, drug
and sexual references)

Loc

The Blind Side

Amelia
A Christmas Carol
The Fourth Kind
Men Who Stare at Goats
Pirate Radio
This Is It
2012
Where the Wild Things Are

In a sense, the soldiers at the center of The Messenger
are engaged in house-to-house combat. Capt. Tony
Stone (Woody Harrelson) and Sgt. Will Montgomery
(Ben Foster) are unwelcome visitors, wary of what might
detonate behind the next door.
They’re no longer fighting in Iraq, however. They’re
Army Casualty Notification officers, delivering tragic news
to everyday New Jersey families within 24 hours of the
soldier’s death.
They have protocols to follow – stick to the assigned 
script, don’t try to console, leave the area promptly – but
there’s no manual for dealing with explosive emotions.
There are several notification scenes in the course of
the film, filmed in long takes of excruciating tension and 
immediacy. One woman slaps them. A man curses and 
spits. Others faint, collapse in tears, or vomit from shock.
This is a poignant war movie, but it’s also a buddy
movie with a difference, one that’s both funny and bleak.
Will and Tony are an ungainly two-man unit. Will, recuperating from a combat wound to his eye, might as well
be stenciled “Contents Under Pressure.” He wants to
wait out the final three months of his tour in peace. He
has no desire to ambush unprepared civilians with the
news that they’ve lost a brother or a sister or a husband.
Tony, an Army lifer, is foul-mouthed, cynical but
decent, a square-jawed Sgt. Rock type. He has been
making house calls long enough to know the grim tricks
of the trade: Park somewhere inconspicuous, avoid 
physical contact, never use euphemisms that could 
mean “not dead.”
The Messenger has a sharp eye for social and economic class realities, and a sensitive ear for authenticsounding American speech. Remarkable, considering
the script was written by an Italian (Alessandro Camon)
and an Israeli (Oren Moverman, who also capably
directed). The film touches on an aspect of military
life that I imagine appeals to some personnel almost
as much as patriotism. It’s the team discipline, adding
rules, structure and certainty to an unpredictable world.
The story’s simmering power comes from the erosion
of those regulated responses in the face of battering emotion. Will feels himself emotionally drawn to a
war widow, observing her at a distance as if she were
a surveillance target. Tony, feeling a kinship with his
new partner, reaches out to him, simultaneously bluff
and awkward. After a day of grim duty that has him all
wound up, he asks Will, “Do you instant-message?”
They are protected by military life yet stifled in ways
they can’t express.
The film is apolitical, insofar as a story about families
scarred by war can be. There’s a sense of balance and 
intelligence in every scene, and the characters grow in
ways that surprise us while remaining consistent with
their natures.
There aren’t many missteps here; my only misgivings
are quibbles. I wished Will didn’t steadily put drops in
his wounded eye, which can’t form tears – symbolism
overload. Most of the people the messengers call on
are played expertly by unknown actors. Two have semifamous faces, and while they are also excellent, they
broadcast on a different wavelength.
The Messenger is a rare breed of Iraq war movie,
one that’s not merely well-intentioned but supremely
well made.
Watch the trailer

© 2009 MCT
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Texas is in his blood, always on his mind
country soul and, most of all, its extraordinary literate sense of storytelling. His songs are outlined with
thieving hearts, family yarns and an unfailing pride
It is record-release day for Lyle Lovett, a Tuesday in anything that hails from Lone Star territory.
when his 14th album,“Natural Forces,” is being
In short, Lovett isn’t merely a Texas artist. He
unleashed on the world.
is the state’s unofficial cultural ambassador to the
Typically, such an occasion becomes the apex of universe.
a promotional push, a day loaded with TV appear“All of that is high praise,”Lovett said by phone.
ances, performances and any number of exercises “But I just feel that like my music is a reflection
to capitalize on what is, in essence,“opening day” of the music I’m drawn to, my intention with the
for a recording.
songs I write is to say,‘Hey, this is where I’m from.’”
For Lovett – multiple Grammy Award-winning
On “Natural Forces”, the Texas inspirations are
songsmith, stylistically innovative bandleader twofold. There are four new compositions (one of
and all-around Texan – the day is something of a which,“Pantry,”is reprised with a bluegrass arrangebreather. A tour with fellow songwriting pal John ment), six tunes written by fellow Texas songwriters
Hiatt ended two days earlier. In less than a week, who have long been friends and mentoring influhe will be back on the road for a month’s worth of ences, and a song (“It’s Rock and Roll”) that he
shows with his Large Band, the brassy Americana co-wrote nearly three decades ago with fellow Lone
army that has been his most visible performance Star scribe Robert Earl Keen.
vehicle for the past two decades.
Keen said,“My father once told me that if I went
That means that although“Natural Forces”intro- through life with at least two best friends, I was set.
duces the next edition of Lyle Lovett music, Lovett I went,‘What are you talking about? I’ve got lots of
himself is back, briefly, in the only place he has ever friends.’ But sure enough, he was right. And to say
called home:Texas.
I have had Lyle as a best friend all these years has
“It’s exactly where I’ve lived all my life,”he said, been wonderful.”
“on the same piece of ground I grew up on outside
For Lovett, the initial songwriting pull came from
of Houston.”
the masters: Townes Van Zandt, Guy Clark, Vince
To many, Lovett is the modern embodiment of Bell and scores of other Texas songwriters. But
Texas music – its celebratory swing, its vigorous not even Texas could contain Lovett’s expanding
By Walter Tunis
McClatchy Newspapers

celebrity status as the ‘90s progressed. He toured
internationally and took regular turns as an actor
in television and film, including roles in five of Robert Altman’s movies. But as the chorus of“Natural
Forces’”title tune says,“home is where my horse is.”
Lovett devoted his sublime 1998 double-disc album,
“Step Inside This House,”entirely to the music of his
Texas inspirations. He does the same on the better
half of “Natural Forces.”

I JUST FEEL THAT
LIKE MY MUSIC IS
A REFLECTION OF THE
MUSIC I’M DRAWN TO, MY
INTENTION WITH THE SONGS
I WRITE IS TO SAY, ‘HEY,
THIS IS WHERE I’M FROM
“With ‘Natural Forces,’ I knew going in that I
didn’t have 10 new songs of my own that I was
thrilled about recording,”Lovett said.“But those I
did have I didn’t want to get any older. I was very
excited about recording them.The other songs were
first considered for ‘Step Inside This House.’They
have long been part of my musical life. I didn’t learn
anything new for this record.These were songs I’ve

played and known for years.”
Listen to “Natural Forces” as a whole and it is
good bet that, unless you already know the outside
material, you won’t be able to distinguish Lovett
the songwriter from Lovett the Texas interpreter.
The songs share similar tones, temperaments and
human detail. At its best, as on Lovett’s “Empty
Blue Shoes,”the mood is stark to the point of being
impressionistic.
“I met Lyle in Dallas at a club that’s now gone,”
said guitarist Leo Kottke, who shared numerous
concert bills with Lovett after the release of Lovett’s
self-titled debut album in 1986.“I was in the dressing room and I could hear Lyle walk onstage. He
hadn’t sung a note yet. He just walked onstage and
the room instantly became quiet. Some people can
just immediately fill a stage. Lyle is one of them.”
“You know, I was asked early on in interviews
about my goals,” Lovett said.“People would ask,
‘What would success mean for you?’The answer
I always used to give was, ‘Success would be the
ability to continue doing something I love to do.’
All these years later, that’s still my definition.To do
something I love without feeling guilty because I
have to also devote time to another job.To be able
to legitimately engage in this music all the time. ...
I mean, there is just not a better feeling.That’s the
blessing of it all.”
I’ve Been To Memphis
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Books
less sunlight they could see – the only way out, Ed
became convinced, was to keep digging.
Evening’s Empire – which, as Bob Dylan told us,
“has returned into sand”– is a brave book, a project
that promised to pay off its author in pain.

Glee

0The Music, Volume 1
0Columbia

– By John Anderson

The TV series “Glee,” about a
crazy-quilt high school vocal
group, is absolutely irresistible.
The music alone? Slightly less
so. The songs, stripped of their
visual component, sound less
ingenious, and in some cases, pro forma.When you
can’t see an overachieving Finn (Cory Monteith)
belting out “Can’t Fight This Feeling,” what you’re
left with is a karaoke cover of REO Speedwagon.
Ouch! And the less said about a skiffle tapdance
through Billy Idol’s“Dancing With Myself,”the better. Some tracks still sparkle, like the soaring duet
of Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believin’”from the “Glee”
pilot, an achy-breaky rendition of Rihanna’s ballad
“Take a Bow”and a spit-shined version of Queen’s
“Somebody to Love.”
Overall, the music comes across a little schmaltzier than it does on TV. But as always, the kids get an
“A”for school spirit.

Doomsday scenario
Under the Dome

A broken spirit finds
comfort in the past

True crime under the
hot Arizona sun

Mennonite in A Little Black Dress

Evening’s Empire

It’s been almost a decade since
James Maddock’s band Wood
put out “Songs From Stamford
Hill” and appeared headed
for stardom. Now the New
York-based British singer and
songwriter is finally back. And while he may have
endured a rough personal and professional stretch
to get here, the music proves to be, as the cliche goes,
worth the wait.
“Sunrise on Avenue C’s”impeccably crafted pop
– down-to-earth yet elegant with its occasional use
of strings – is full of strong melodies and subtle
dynamics; the title track, for one, a vividly sketched
slice of urban romanticism, comes with a trombone
solo in the coda that reinforces the sense of aching
longing.That’s the way it goes throughout, with the
music as emotionally resonant as Maddock’s songs,
from the quiet intimacy of“Stars Align”to the rockedged urgency of“Hollow Love.”
This is adult music with nothing“Dumbed Down”
– to borrow the title of Maddock’s humorous poke
at TV (and himself) – but my 14-year-old daughter
also likes it.That’s a neat trick.

Whoever said you can’t go home again probably
never met a Mennonite.
Rhoda Janzen grew up in that hard-working,
dance-forbidding, peace-and-Jesus-loving community – and, as an adult, left it behind for academia
and an atheist husband.
But then a botched hysterectomy left her urinating into a bag for months. Her husband of 15 years
left for a man he met online.The same week, a teenager slammed head-on into her Volkswagen Beetle,
leaving her body as broken as her spirit.
“I went home to the Mennonites,” she writes in
this spirited, fascinating memoir about rediscovering belief and coming to terms with an upbringing
that seemed full of humiliations. No radio, no unsupervised TV, no worldly toys. If the lunch pail, modest skirt and braids in school weren’t bad enough,
there were also the contents of that pail to overcome:
borscht, for example.
But why not go back? Her parents – father Si,
retired from his position as“the Mennonite equivalent of the pope, but in plaid shorts and black dress
socks pulled up snugly along the calf”and mother
Mary,“as buoyant as a lark on a summer’s morn”–
are as comforting as a warm blanket on a cold day.
Mennonites, Janzen explains, are not Amish.They
drive cars and use technology, though her father
does not believe in cellphones.They dedicate their
lives to hard work, pacifism, a lack of vanity and
cooking, especially with cabbage.
Janzen writes of an extraordinary life that began
with outhouses and modest clothes and found a
place among higher education and Prada bags. She
is a poet and professor with a Ph.D., and her writing is occasionally more intellectual than conversational. But she also offers moments of poetic beauty.
And despite her wounded emotional state, Janzen hasn’t lost her sense of humor. Her tumultuous
marriage and recent divorce take up much of the
book, along with her efforts to start dating again.
Her mother cheerfully suggests cousin Waldemar,
who has a good job AND a beach house. One Mennonite woman offers up her 27-year-old grandson:
“I expect he’ll think you’re too old. I’ll tell him you
have a real nice shape.”
But more interesting is her relationship with her
faith and the reconciliation of the person she used
to be with the woman she has become.
As Janzen spends time with her family and old
friends, she reflects on how her life could have been
if she had stayed in this community.And she looks
to a future in which her traditions have the power
to bring peace to a shattered life.
Dining at Denny”s, her father pauses to say a loud,
all-inclusive prayer that extends from the food on
the table to the people of Iraq.“It had been at least
30 years since I’d believed in the power of prayer
as anything other than a way to practice gratitude
and ameliorate self-pity,” Janzen writes. She joins
in nonetheless.
How maddening unbreakable bonds can seem.How
impossible to shake our upbringing.But Janzen’s story
reminds us what a beautiful gift our past can be.

– Nick Cristiano

– By Hannah Sampson

“True crime”has such a florid, overdressed reputation that it pays to remember the genre’s monuments – In Cold Blood or The Executioner’s Song
– are marked by their bloodless eloquence. Even the
chronically feverish James Ellroy restrained himself
in My Dark Places, a coolly deliberate autopsy of his
mother’s murder. It makes sense: For all the exhaustive research, interviews and controlled dispassion,
the identity of the real villain in these stories –
profound personal loss – is known before you crack
the covers. It’s deprivation that breeds anger, and
cosmic anger that runs these stories.
The same can be said of Zachary Lazar’s remarkable Evening’s Empire – his novelized investigation
into the killing of his father, Ed Lazar, in the stairwell of a Phoenix parking garage in 1975.The elder
Lazar was Jewish, a family man and an accountant.
He also drank, had a son by an ex-wife, and got
involved – almost the way someone might get on
the wrong bus, or burn the toast – with the notorious Arizona land swindles of the late ‘60s and ‘70s.
That widespread criminal enterprise would
also lead to the 1976 car-bomb murder of Arizona
Republic reporter Don Bolles (whose prominence
provoked the kind of exhaustive probe that Ed
Lazar was denied, and benefited the author three
decades later). Amid the bolo tie-and-cocktail
shaker world of Goldwater-era Arizona – the onetime presidential candidate even makes a brief
appearance here – snakes of every variety were
overrunning the sun-baked landscape.
“I have almost no memories of him that I can
feel certain are true and not the kind suggested by
photographs,”writes Lazar, who was 6 when the two
hired killers pumped five .22-caliber bullets into his
father and left the body to be discovered hours later.
While relying on first- and second-person accounts
of the time, Lazar also employs a Capote-inspired
technique of laying on creative mortar to fact-based
brick – in other words, he takes liberties. He imagines dialogue and interior monologues; characters
feel, observe and reflect based on what Lazar conjectures. But while these people probably consist
of equal parts research and supposition, they’re
also fully formed.
Lazar, author of the 2008 novel Sway, creates
nuanced portraits of his father and – even more
vividly – the man dubbed the “godfather” of Arizona land fraud, Ned Warren, a rather casual career
criminal who would hardly describe himself as such,
but whose approach to business was less about capital than alibis.
Warren’s tactics were all show and no tell – he
leveraged former Apache land (some of it on precipitous hillsides), set up a respectable front, hired
actor Cesar Romero as a spokesman (Lazar’s recreation of this episode is painful but priceless) and
sold the inhospitable and sometimes nonexistent
tracts to U.S. servicemen overseas. The structure
wasn’t exactly “Madoffian,” either in its scale or
its mechanics, but as Lazar imagines his father’s
seduction into Warren’s world, the word Ponzi does
come to mind:The deeper he and Warren and their
Consolidated Mortgage Corp. dug themselves in, the

– David Hiltbrand

Weezer

0Raditude
0Geffen
Last year’s “The Red Album”
found Weezer frontman Rivers
Cuomo struggling to fight the
onset of a midlife crisis. This
time around, he’s embracing it.
The adolescent thoughts that
pervade teen pop anthems like “The Girl Got Hot,”
“I’m Your Daddy”and“In the Mall”aren’t what one
would expect from a family man on the brink of his
40s.Combine that with the long list of all-star collaborators he’s corralled into helping him forget his age,
including Top 40 favorites like Lil Wayne and the AllAmerican Rejects – and the aptly titled“Raditude”
presents an image of Cuomo sharply contradicted
by any of his band’s six previous albums. But if you
can suspend disbelief long enough to ignore that
this is all coming from a Subaru-driving dad with
an expanding bald spot, this is one of the funnest,
catchiest parties this side of high school.
– Jakob Dorof

James Maddock

0Sunrise on Avenue C
0Ascend Records

0Rhoda Janzen
0Holt, $22

0Zachary Lazar
0Little, Brown and Company, $24.99

0Stephen King
0Scribner, $35

Brought to you this week in popular culture: the
apocalypse. On the one hand, there’s 2012, the new
movie about those Mayan prophesies of doom for Dec.
21, 2012, with stunning CGI effects so realistic and
horrifying they’ll have you begging for your mommy.
On the other hand, there’s Stephen King’s new
novel, Under the Dome, with no CGI effects at all, just
King’s wicked imagination. It’s nearly 1,100 pages
of stuff so scary that you’ll realize early on that even
if Mommy were Wonder Woman, she couldn’t help
you out of this nightmare.
2012 presents the end of the world on grand,
global scale: terrifying, but somehow reassuringly
remote. King doesn’t know from remote. His is an
apocalypse of ghastly, intimate proportions, visited
on the bucolic Maine town of Chester’s Mills and its
citizens as the outer world watches, horrified but
unable to assist.
On a gorgeous October morning in Chester’s Mills,
a plane crumbles, explodes and falls out of the sky.A
deer gets decapitated by an invisible blade; similarly,
a woman’s hand is cut off as she reaches for a rotted
pumpkin besmirching her garden. Soon it becomes
clear that an impermeable, invisible dome has plummeted down, covering the town.
Communication is possible with the folks on the
other side.
You can hear through the dome, but get too close
with an electronic item, and it’s going to get fried
– especially bad news for those with pacemakers.
The isolation of a community is a neat trick,
although certainly not new (Lost, Lord of the Flies,
any number of Twilight Zone episodes).
But King, like all great storytellers, hinges things
not on the mere plot of what’s happening but on how
it alternately corrupts and elevates the character of
the humans involved.
There’s a cast of hundreds, but the main characters we come to root for and loathe are Dale Barbara, called Barbie, an Iraq war vet turned shortorder cook who was on his way out of town when the
dome descended, and Jim Rennie, an oily alderman
who uses the situation to take control. Soon he’s got
the lily-livered police chief hiring teenage thugs and
arming them, a spectacularly bad idea under any
circumstances.
Among the new enforcers is Rennie’s reptilebrained son, Junior, who’s got the bodies of two murdered girls stashed away in a pantry.As Junior’s iffy
hold on reality slips further, extreme ickiness ensues.
Along with keeping wary eyes on such bad guys,
Barbie and his cohort must try to suss out the
dome’s origins.Terrorists? Extraterrestrials? Freak
effect of global warming? The answer is curdling in
its simplicity.
As always, King brilliantly throws in witty little
Easter eggs for his longtime fans, as well as plenty
of cultural and political references. The timeline
is a bit sketchy, but we know it’s after 2012 – hah!
take that, Mayans! – because someone’s Volvo has
a fading bumper sticker that reads,“Obama ‘12!
Yes we still can!”
This book will remind many King readers of The
Stand, long acknowledged as his masterpiece.
Under the Dome comes close to eclipsing that
book, if only because of its familiar-yet-claustrophobic setting. A small town of a few square miles
can begin to feel very close, very stuffy and very
much like a polluted terrarium after being closed
off for a few days.
– By Joy Tipping
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Army suicides expected
to rise for 5th year
mental health counselors to meet the needs there.
Domestically, Chiarelli said, the biggest increased
numbers of suicides happened at Fort Stewart, Ga.,
WASHINGTON – Suicides in the Army are expected with 10, Fort Campbell, Ky., with 18, and Schofield
to reach a new high this year, with 140 suspected Barracks in Hawaii, with seven.The biggest declines
cases among active-duty soldiers so far,Army offi- have occurred at Fort Hood, with 11; Fort Bragg,
cials said Tuesday.
N.C., with six; and Fort Drum, N.Y., with two so
This will be the fifth year in a row that grim sta- far this year, even though they’re some of the largtistic rose despite an aggressive military campaign est military installations deploying troops to Iraq
to tackle the mental health stigma in the Army.This and Afghanistan.
year’s number already matches that for all of 2008.
At Fort Campbell, the majority of suicides were
There were 115 suicides in 2007 and 102 in 2006.
by soldiers who’d never deployed.
These new statistics come as the military is inves“I’ve scrubbed the numbers every way I possibly
tigating what may have driven Army psychiatrist can,”Chiarelli said.“I cannot find a causal link.”
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, 39, who allegedly shot 55
He said the military’s study had found that subpeople Nov. 5 at Fort Hood,Texas.The military has stance and prescription-drug abuse was increascharged Hasan, who was set to deploy to Afghani- ingly a contributing factor, adding that he thought
stan, with 13 counts of
that the Army needed
premeditated murder.
another 300 substanceGen. Peter W. Chiabuse counselors.
arelli, the Army’s vice
The Army is looking
chief of staff, said that
at ways to give more
the military wasn’t
mental health options
seeing any trends
to the forces, includU.S. Army suicides are expected
that explained the
ing online counseling,
to reach a new high in 2009:
rise. Forty suicides
which younger soldiers
occurred in the first
prefer.
85
Õ05
two months of the
Secretary of Defense
Õ06
102
year. About a third
Robert Gates has
115
Õ07
were by soldiers who
urged soldiers to seek
140
Õ08
had never deployed to
mental health treatwar zones, and 40 perment, saying that
Õ09
140*
cent of those who comit wouldn’t be held
*As of Nov. 16, 2009
mitted suicide had
against them during
Source: McClatchy Washington Bureau, U.S.
Army Graphic: Judy Treible
seen mental health
consideration for pro© 2009 MCT
specialists.
motions. In a military
“We are almost cerculture that stresses
tainly going to end the year higher than last year,” perseverance in the face of challenges, however, the
Chiarelli said.“This is horrible, and I do not want stigma of mental illness has stuck. On Oct. 1, the
to downplay the significance of these numbers in Army announced a Comprehensive Soldier Fitness
any way.”
program to evaluate the mental health of the force.
The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan often have
Brig. Gen. Colleen McGuire, the director of the
demanded that soldiers serve multiple tours. Cou- Army Suicide Prevention Task Force, said there was
pled with the shootings at Fort Hood, concerns are no way for the Army to measure how many suicides
rising about stress on the force, particularly as the its resources had prevented, making assessing posObama administration considers sending more sible solutions difficult.
troops to Afghanistan.
In his tours to various military installations, ChiIndeed, an Army study released last week found arelli has called mental health trauma from warfare
that a growing number of soldiers serving in equal to physical injuries.
Afghanistan are suffering from some kind of mental
The Army has 710,000 active-duty soldiers,
stress, and that the war zone doesn’t have enough including the National Guard and the Reserve.
By Nancy A. Youssef
McClatchy Newspapers

Army suicides
rising

Healthy Living

How to ripen an avocado
Smooth, creamy avocados – ready for eating when
their skin is dark brownish-green and gives slightly
when squeezed – ripen only after they’re harvested.

The brown bag method
• Place unripe avocados in a brown paper bag;
the bag will trap the fruits’ ethylene gas, helping
them ripen
• To quicken the process, add a tomato, apple
or banana to the bag; the added gas from these
fruits will speed the ripening
• Put only ripe avocados in the fridge; unripe
ones will not ripen in cold temperatures
• Do not slice them before refrigerating
since they will turn brown after being cut

Why the fuss
• Ripe avocados are a delicious source of about
20 vitamins, minerals and other nutrients
Source: World’s Healthiest Foods, California
Avocado Commission, MCT Photo Service
Graphic: Pat Carr
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Just say no to
online drug ads
By Chris O’Brien
San Jose Mercury News

Twelve years after a change in rules allowed drug
companies to bombard our televisions with prescription drug ads, I still get angry every time one of
these noxious commercials appears. No matter what
the drug industry claims about their educational
value, these spots are nothing more than the handiwork of snake oil salesmen pitching their potions
to masses of people wholly unqualified to make
informed decisions about such products.
Now the people who brought this sickening circus
of misinformation to our TVs want to do the same
for our online and social media experiences – and
companies that I normally admire, like Google and
Yahoo, are joining this unholy alliance in a cynical
ploy to make a few extra bucks.
Since the flood of TV drug ads began in 1997,
pharmaceutical companies have used these spots
to pump up sales of prescription drugs by stoking our anxieties over the state of our health. Big
Pharma spends billions each year on “direct-toconsumer”marketing, with the biggest chunk going
to TV, where we now watch on average 16 hours of
these ads every year.
The companies would have you believe they’re
helpfully educating the consumer about various diseases and encouraging them to visit their doctors.
Phooey.There is plenty of research that demonstrates how these sales tactics have contributed to
the rising cost of health care, with little evident
impact on improving patients’health.A 2006 study
by the U.S. General Accounting Office found that
sales of a drug increased $2 for every $1 spent on
advertising. A 2004 survey by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration found that 65 percent of physicians felt consumer ads confused patients about
the risks and benefits of such drugs, while 75 percent felt the ads led“patients to think that the drug
works better than it does.”
At a time when we’re trying to reform the national
health care system, and rein in costs, the last thing
we need to do is to make it easier for drug companies
to distort our health care choices.And yet, last week
a shameless parade of pharmaceutical companies,
advertising firms and Web companies spoke during
a two-day hearing to petition the FDA to relax the
rules for online drug ads, insisting they’re just here
to help consumers become better informed.
On its policy blog, Google says it shares the FDA’s
“goal of better understanding how to promote medi-

cal products online in a non-misleading and balanced manner.”
“We need to get some adjustment to the way the
medium is used because it’s very different from
print and broadcast – that’s the main challenge,”
Yahoo Vice President David Zinman told The Associated Press.
What Google and Yahoo really want is a bigger
piece of that $4.3 billion the pharmaceutical industry spent last year marketing their treatments, up
from the $1.1 billion spent in 1997. Sadly for the
Googles and Yahoos of this world, only 4.3 percent
of those ad dollars go toward online advertising.
Those online ad dollars became even more elusive
after the FDA took a bold step to protect consumers.
The agency sent letters to 14 drug companies saying
their search-based ads had to include relevant risk
information or come down.
Ah, those pesky risk disclosures.The obligation to
disclose is the reason all the happy talk of TV drug
ads is followed by a litany of possible side effects
and risks. The problem is that in those itty-bitty
Google search ads, or a tweet, or a Facebook status
update, there’s just not enough room to stuff in those
inconvenient warnings about diarrhea, vomiting,
hallucinations – or a second head growing out of
your back.
After months of badgering, the coalition of drug
advertisers persuaded the FDA to hold hearings
late last week to“clarify”the rules.The list of speakers was dominated by pharmaceutical, Web and
advertising companies, with a handful of consumer
advocates thrown in for good show.
The Snake Oil 2.0 allies proposed several versions
of new online ads.
A Google ad includes one whole extra line stating
some of the risks with a link to the full disclosures.
Pharmaceutical trade groups proposed adding
some kind of FDA seal of approval to online ads
and tweets.
Marcia Angell, a former editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, once famously said of
drug companies and their ads:“They are no more
in the business of educating the public than a beer
company is in the business of educating people
about alcoholism.”
Despite the moaning from the drug corner, our
health takes precedence over someone’s desire to
sell more stuff or pocket a few ad dollars.The FDA
needs to stop this in its tracks.
Their message to Google and Yahoo should be a
simple one:Just say no to expanding online drug ads.
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You’re being followed
By Robert S. Boyd
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON – Almost 24 centuries after the
Greek philosopher Aristotle wrote his book, On the
Movement of Animals, modern scientists are still
struggling to understand how, why, when and where
living creatures move.
Whether an organism drifts in the sea, swims,
wriggles, crawls, walks, runs, jumps, flies or casts its
seeds upon the wind, movement is essential to life,
they say. No matter how big or little it is, it’s got to
get away from its birthplace to find food, escape
predators and reproduce.
“From microbes to trees to elephants ... the movement of individual organisms is one of the most
fundamental features of life on Earth,”Ran Nathan,
an ecologist at Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
wrote in the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences.“The rich variety of movement modes
among microorganisms, plants and animals has
fascinated mankind since time immemorial.”
Nathan is combining work in biology, ecology,
environmental science, physics and mathematics
into a theory of Movement Ecology to help study
how and why living things move from place to place
in order to survive and thrive. He edited a 76-page
special section on the topic in the Dec. 9, 2008, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Even the movements of humans present unsolved
puzzles. Scientists still can’t explain exactly how the
brain processes signals from the eyes and ears to
control the motions of the arms and legs.
Movement studies aren’t just theoretical.
Researchers map the spread of viruses and diseases. They track invasive weeds, crop-destroying
insects and other pests. They watch threatened
species try to adapt to human depredations and
climate change.
For example, Martin Wikelski, an evolutionary
biologist at Princeton University, studied enormous
swarms of locusts – as many as 100 billion insects
weighing a total of 200,000 tons – that ravage parts
of Africa,Asia and the Middle East.
“These large-scale movements of insects have
enormous implications for human welfare, including
catastrophic losses of crops, the spread of diseases to
people and livestock, and provisioning of essential
ecosystem services such as crop pollination,”Wikelski observed in the journal Science.“These spectacular and ubiquitous movements remain mysterious.”
Movement research is accelerating. Nearly 26,000

A Maine lobster is outfitted with two ID tags (blue), an acoustic transmitter (on back), and a thermometer (on arm) so scientists can track its travels under the North
Atlantic. Lobstermen liken these animals to miniature SCUBA divers. (Diane Cowan/Lobster Conservancy/MCT)

scientific papers on the subject have been published
in the last 10 years, said Marcel Holyoak, an environmental scientist at the University of California,
Davis.
New technologies such Global Positioning Satellites, as well as tiny radio transmitters that can
be attached to crabs, birds and butterflies, are providing an unprecedented ability to observe their
movements.
For example,Wikelski used Krazy Glue to fasten
tiny radio transmitters to the bodies of dragonflies
to track them as they migrated up and down the
East Coast. Jason Chapman, an ecologist at Rothamsted Research, an agricultural research park in
Hertfordshire, England, used radar to track moths,
locusts and other flying insects.
Barbara Block, a marine scientist at Stanford
University in California, uses global positioning
satellite tags to track large ocean predators in the
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isms such as viruses and bacteria that invade
healthy cells. Microbes “gain nutrients by moving,
avoid inbreeding and benefit from being in an environment with less competition,”Holyoak explained.
The movements of our human ancestors are also
a subject of vigorous study and dispute.
Anthropologists still don’t know for sure when our
species, Homo sapiens, left Africa, or what route they
took through the Middle East and Asia to Europe,
Siberia, Alaska, North America and eventually
down to the tip of South America.
“It’s a topic of lively debate,”said Paul Mellars, an
archaeologist at Cambridge University in England.
After they left Africa, Mellars said, early humans
spent 10,000 to 15,000 years inching along“the socalled coastal express”– the southern coast of the
Middle East, Asia, Malaysia and Indonesia. Their
overall progress was about one kilometer (0.6 miles)
a year, he said.
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Pacific. She reported for the first time last week that
at least five great white sharks recently passed under
the Golden Gate Bridge and into San Francisco Bay.
Diane Cowan, an expert at the Lobster Conservancy
in Friendship, Maine, put sonar tags on lobsters to
observe their travels under the North Atlantic.
“Even in the past year, things that were not possible a year ago have become possible,”Nathan said.
“We have very good transmitters and new devices
that enable us to track movement more precisely.”
Joseph Wright, a forest ecologist at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama, studied
the various ways that trees use the wind to scatter
their seeds in different seasonal conditions.
George Wittemyer, an environmental scientist at
the University of California, Berkeley, plotted the
travels of African elephants in dry weather and wet,
and in protected and unprotected areas.
Movement is essential even for one-celled organ-
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Technologically speaking, what’s dead and what’s not
By Craig Crossman
McClatchy-Tribune News Service

Just the other day, I heard someone say that film was
dead and it got me to thinking.When was the last
time I saw someone using a film camera? Walk into
most any technology store that sells cameras and
try and find a model that uses film. I couldn’t find
a single one. In fact, when I asked the salesperson
if they had any, he looked at me as though I had
said something distasteful to him. So what other
technologies are considered to be dead these days?
When’s the last time you saw a floppy disc or a
computer with a drive to use one? It’s dead. With
the proliferation of mp3 players, when’s the last time
you bought a vinyl record? Dead. But what about
optical media such as CDs and DVDs? They are
very much alive and well thank you very much. In
fact, optical media is the delivery method of choice
for software vendors and movie distribution. And
Blu-Ray technology has breathed more life into
optical media that’s good for years to come. But is

optical alive for us consumers? You bet it is. In fact,
it’s still the physical medium of choice when we
want to physically save and distribute our photos,
music and videos.
When it comes to businesses, churches, schools
and local government where the need for brochures,
membership newsletters, operations and training
manuals, publications, trade show handouts, PowerPoint presentations, catalogs and just
about anything else you can
think of that needs to
be physically distributed, then optical media is still the
preferred method of
choice. There’s a ton of
really great applications out
there that can help you to create and save all of the above to
a disc. But once you’ve made the
first one, the problem still remains
on how to make all the copies you’re

going to need.You can go to a local publishing company to make them but the cost can be prohibitive
and if you ever need to make changes, the cost of
throwing away the old ones you still have and making new ones can put things way out of reach. But
there is a cost-effective and practical alternative
and it comes from Primera Technology.
The Bravo SE Disc Publisher is an affordable,
small, all-in-one optical media duplication device
that lets you replicate a finished disc
over and over again, and it does it
all very quickly.The Bravo SE
can burn and then quickly
print a full-color image
(its inkjet can print up
to 4800 dpi) onto any
printable optical disc
including CD, DVD
and can optionally
produce Blu-ray
DVDs as well. The
Bravo SE will accom-

modate up to 20 discs at a time so once you begin
the job, you can let the Bravo SE do the rest while
unattended. The only thing you will have to do is
reload the disc tray and then walk away.
The Bravo SE is ideal for small to medium sized
disc publication jobs. The included software is
flexible enough so that you can publish individual
information on each disc or unlimited quantities
of the same disc.
The Bravo SE is Primera’s least expensive disc
reproduction model. If your needs are larger or more
complex, Primera makes a wide range of disc publication and reproduction Bravo models including
their newest BravoPro Xi-Series of Disc Publishers
that offer the fastest disc publishing and reproduction in their class.Their BravoPro Xi2 for example,
offers a 100 disc capacity, two recording drives and
is about 300 percent faster than the previous BravoPro model. It’s best that you visit the Primera
website to see all of the available Bravo models
along with their abilities and features.
www.primera.com
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